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CMP’s approach to society and environment

Taking a socially significant role and responsibility to contribute to industrial development 
through improving paint performance, CMP, a company supplying paints to users in the key 
industries such as marine, shipbuilding, utility, steel, construction and woodwork, strives to 
ensure stable supply of products developing its genuine technologies and production 
system.

CMP has been developing products that lead to reduced greenhouse gas emissions, such 
as fuel-saving antifoulings and heat-reflecting coatings, as well as paints for offshore wind 
farms. To contribute to the realization of low-carbon society by means of paint technologies, 
CMP will continue to focus on the development and performance improvement of 
eco-friendly products.

In order to reduce the environmental impact generated in the 
manufacturing process, transport and use of its products and to 
enhance product safety, CMP promotes various initiatives including 
establishing a management system for environmental protection and 
safety as well as producing solvent-free paints to reduce irritating 
materials and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

CMP contributes to sustainable development of the society.

CMP will place compliance as its management cornerstone, emphasizing the establishment of sound and highly-transparent corpo-
rate governance and internal control, and strive to improve the relationship with local communities through combined efforts of all 
group companies. CMP will continue to make efforts toward establishing social trust and contributing to sustainable social develop-
ment. 

CMP fulfills its responsibility as a paint manufacturer.

CMP promotes the development of eco-friendly products.

SDGs are global development goals adopted 
by the United Nations General Assembly in 
September 2015 for the year 2030. SDGs 
consist of 17 goals and 169 targets for realizing 
sustainable society, under the basic principle of 
“Leaving no one behind”.

* SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Reports a wide range of our social and environmental activities 
from the perspective of CSR.
(*) The reports have been issued annually since 2003, formerly called 
“Environmental Report” and renamed “Social and Environmental 
Report” in 2008 to expand its contents as its title suggests.

April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019 (a part of the descriptions may 
include the period in and after April 2019)

November, 2019 (previous report issued: November, 2018 
scheduled date of the next issue : November, 2020)

Editorial
policy

Scope of 
activities
reported

Period
covered

Date 
of Issue

This report focuses on our domestic business activities (a part of 
the descriptions in this report includes data of our overseas 
affiliates).

The following abbreviated names are used in the summary 
of collected environmental data.

■ Kyushu Factory
■ Shiga Factory
■ Technical Center(Otake)
■ Technical Center(Shiga)
■ Ohtake-Meishin Chemical
■ Kobe Paints

Kyushu Factory
Shiga Factory
Technical Headquarters, Otake
Technical Headquarters, Shiga
Ohtake-Meishin Chemical Co., Ltd.
Kobe Paints, Ltd.

We are pleased to provide you with our Social and 
Environmental Report 2019. We hope it will help you 
understand our efforts and commitments to society and 
the environment. 

CMP will continuously do our best to achieve a sustain-
able society. Your continued support and advice would 
be greatly appreciated.

Greetings

Masataka Uetake
President and CEO

Chugoku Marine Paints, Ltd. (CMP) actively works on creation of values and solution of social issues indicated by the SDGs (*) through its 
business activities. 

CMP strives to reduce the environmental burden and improves product safety.

Greetings

CMP’s approach to society and environment

Company Overview

Product development

Description of main business

Product development

Environmental products

Development of fuel-saving antifoulings

IBC Recycle System

Together with Stakeholders

Together with Stakeholders

Together with Customers

Together with Local communities

Together with suppliers

Together with shareholders and investors

Together with employees

Coatings Care activities

Environmental Management

Plans to deal with Environment, Safety and Health Issues

Material balance

Promoting a recycling-based society

Measures against global warming

Chemical substance management

Environmental Accounting & Eco-efficiency

Environmental impact data by offices or factories

Disaster and accident prevention
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Since its foundation, Chugoku Marine Paints, Ltd. has been taking a unique approach in the industry to develop core products 
for marine paints and also paints for industrial applications. Our consistent and sincere attitude in areas of both software and 
hardware towards developing better products has been highly appreciated and praised by customers not only locally but also 
internationally. With the help of strong customer confidence in our products and services and our never-ending quest to meet 
customers' expectations, we keep developing. As we are a supplier to key industries such as shipping, ship building, electric 
power, steel, construction and woodworking industries, our role and contribution can be vital to the growth of the industrial world 
in many aspects. Also, our efforts should be based in the ideal of maintaining harmony between man and nature. Chugoku 
Marine Paints, Ltd. is an industrial leader that seeks to promote industrial growth while protecting the global environment, and 
continues its efforts into the future with a creative and innovative approach towards meeting customers' needs.

CMP, a leading company aiming to harmonize human activity with nature.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS,LTD. 

May 1917

Tokyo Office
Tokyo Club Building, 2-6, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0013  Japan
Phone: +81-3-3506-3951 Fax: +81-3-5511-8541

Hiroshima Office
1-7, Meiji-Shinkai, Otake-shi, Hiroshima-ken 
739-0652, Japan
Phone: +81-827-57-8555 Fax: +81-827-59-0017

Company Name

Head Offices

Company President 

Date of Establishment

11,600 million yen 
Capital

Masataka Uetake

(FY)

2,272 as of the end of March 2019 (Consolidated)
   479 as of the end of March 2019 (Non-consolidated)

First section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange（Code #4617）
Stock Exchange

88,452 million yen in 2018 (Consolidated)
34,271 million yen in 2018 (Non-consolidated)

Net Sales

Number of Employees

Transition of Annual Net Sales Consolidated
Non consolidated
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Company Logo (Established in 1992)

Our company logo is based on a design selected from about 
250 designs submitted in response to a group-wide invitation 
that was issued as part of the 75th anniversary memorial 
project. This logo carries our hopes for major future growth 
of the CMP group, with the red highlight indicating a 
passionate “human”power that continues to seek new 
challenges.

Company mascot “PENTARO®” born in 2017 in 
commemoration of the 100th anniversary.

(Trademark Registration No. 5813014)

Head Office Technical Headquater Factories in Japan 

Tokyo Head Office Technical Headquater
 (Hiroshima Pref.) 

Kyushu Factory

Hiroshima Head Office Technical Headquater
(Shiga Pref.) 

Shiga Factory

Head Office
Factory
Sales Office

Hokkaido

Sendai

Tokyo

Shizuoka

Nagoya

Shiga
Osaka
Hyogo

Onomichi
Kure

Hiroshima

Marugame
Imabari

Usuki
Fukuoka
Saga
Sasebo
Nagasaki

Factories at Japanese subsidiaries

Kobe Paints, Ltd.

Ohtake-Meishin Chemical 
Co., Ltd. 
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Company Overview

CMP, having begun in the business of marine coatings, placed great emphasis on developing systems that provide and maintain 
products and service all over the world. Now, with the growing support, confidence, and trust of its customers for all its 
achievements, CMP has established a worldwide network which delivers top class services generally - manufacturing, supplying,  
sales and technical partnerships in marine paints, container paints, and paints for plants and woodworking, etc. We are present 
in about 105 locations in 35 countries. CMP aims to continuously improve and develop itself as a global company, expanding its 
factories and upgrading its service network worldwide by gathering and analyzing a broad range of information through organic 
cooperation with its global affiliates and business partners.

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SHANGHAI), LTD.
Shanghai

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.
Korea

ISO 9001

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.
Thailand

CMP COATINGS, INC.
U.S.A.

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (GUANGDONG), LTD. 
Guangdong

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU PAINTS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.
Malaysia

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V.
Netherlands

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SHANGHAI), LTD.
Shanghai No.2

ISO 9001

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 
Singapore

ISO 9001

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA 
Indonesia

ISO 14001

ISO 14001 ISO 14001

Company Profile

Global Network

CMP and its consolidated subsidiary TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD. established a joint 
venture company, CHUGOKU-TOA PAINTS (MYANMAR), LTD., in Myanmar. The construction 
of the factory will be completed in March 2020. (The photograph 
below is a view of the city of Yangon, the former capital of 
Myanmar, which is close to the factory construction site.)

Overseas Factories

CMP’s Group Companies overseas

Japan

China

Hong Kong
Taiwan
Korea

Tokyo
Hiroshima
Shiga
Kyushu
Others
Shanghai
Guangdong
Others

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SHANGHAI), LTD. 

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (GUANGDONG), LTD. 

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (HONG KONG), LTD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (TAIWAN), LTD.

CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 

Dubai Branch

CHUGOKU PAINTS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.

Myammar Office

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA  

India

Netherlands

Norway

Turkey

Cyprus 

U.K.

Germany

Greece

Italy

U.S.A.

CHUGOKU PAINTS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V.

Norway Office

Turkey Office

Cyprus Office  

CHUGOKU PAINTS (UK) LIMITED

CHUGOKU PAINTS (GERMANY) GMBH

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (HELLAS) S.A. 

CHUGOKU-BOAT ITALY S.P.A.

CMP COATINGS, INC.

China

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Korea

Singapore

U.A.E.

Malaysia

Thailand

Myammar

Indonesia

Relocated from the former Shanghai Factory 
site for its expansion in November, 2006.

Factory built in September, 2002 

Incorporated in October, 1989

Incorporated in October, 1990

Incorporated in October, 1997 

Incorporated in July, 1990

Consolidated subsidiary since January, 1988

Completed in March, 2010.

Incorporated in  April, 1980 

Incorporated in October, 1988

Head Office
Factory
Sales Office
Licensee
Agent
Stock Point

U.S.A.
Brazil
Chile
Argentina

Australia
New Zealand

U.A.E.
Turkey
South Africa
Egypt

Netherlands
U.K.
Germany
Greece
Italy
Spain
Russia
Bulgaria
Norway
Cyprus

Singapore
Malaysia
Thailand
Indonesia
Philippines
Vietnam
India
Sri Lanka
Myammar& 
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Product development

Marine Paint Field

Industrial Paint FieldContainer Paint Field

Description of main business

CMP manufactures paints for any part of a 
vessel, such as antifoulings for protecting 
ship bottoms against fouling and various 
paints for whole areas including tanks.

Extensive product lineup and product 
development focusing on conservation of 
marine environment. Based on the 
technologies that were developed through 
its experience in manufacturing paints for 
vessels, CMP provides high quality 
products.

The Seajet series specializing in pleasure 
boats and yachts has been well received 
and trusted by sea lovers and marine 
sports lovers.

CMP has successfully made rapid 
advancement into the building material and 
interior industries through its high-level 
eco-friendly paints required for house 
building materials which people directly 
come into contact with.

By imparting materials with various 
functions such as high durability, these 
paints improve the quality of industrial 
products and make our life affluent.

Resin caulking materials with carefully-
designed elasticity to alleviate vibrations 
and shocks with excellent durability ensure 
safety in many applications.

Films
Molded articlesFlooring 

Interior and exterior furnishing materials
Furniture
Bathroom (refurbishing)

Pleasure boats
Yachts

Fishing boats
Fishnets

Railway tracks
Fixing equipment
Cable-stayed bridge cables

Heavy duty coatings for protecting 
materials from rusting and corrosion. CMP 
has greatly advanced heavy duty coatings 
through its unique ideas and technological 
capabilities.

CMP cultivates new possibilities in the 
field of offshore constructions, which has 
been producing renewable energy in the 
world.

Containers support the economic growth 
throughout the world and the globalization 
of logistics. CMP has established the 
world’s largest level market share in paints 
for containers.

Bridges
Power equipment
Plants
Various structures

Oil platform
Offshore power facility
Various floating structures

Marine containers
Railway containers

Harmony with the environment
CMP takes information learned from nature 
and daily life as messages pointing to the 
future. We are “a company dedicated to 
protecting the environment”, actively 
promoting harmonization with it.

Development of high performance, 
quality products.
To meet various demands promptly, CMP proactively 
develops and promotes high quality products, 
together with color designs, featuring high and 
innovative functionality designed for specific 
applications.

Innovative technology - taking a 
global view

CMP globally searches for technological innovation, not only in 
order to develop paints and other products, but also to 
establish paint technologies that are effective in streamlining 
processes, are labor saving, and can be incorporated into 
automated line and robot systems.

CMP focuses on the future with the most globally advanced technologies 
from 3 key perspectives.
High quality and performance contribute to the development of society and are based on a deep concern for 
harmony with nature. CMP focuses on people and paints from the standpoints of ECOLOGY, INNOVATION and 
QUALITY, using the most advanced technologies.
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world’s largest level market share in paints 
for containers.

Bridges
Power equipment
Plants
Various structures

Oil platform
Offshore power facility
Various floating structures

Marine containers
Railway containers

Harmony with the environment
CMP takes information learned from nature 
and daily life as messages pointing to the 
future. We are “a company dedicated to 
protecting the environment”, actively 
promoting harmonization with it.

Development of high performance, 
quality products.
To meet various demands promptly, CMP proactively 
develops and promotes high quality products, 
together with color designs, featuring high and 
innovative functionality designed for specific 
applications.

Innovative technology - taking a 
global view

CMP globally searches for technological innovation, not only in 
order to develop paints and other products, but also to 
establish paint technologies that are effective in streamlining 
processes, are labor saving, and can be incorporated into 
automated line and robot systems.

CMP focuses on the future with the most globally advanced technologies 
from 3 key perspectives.
High quality and performance contribute to the development of society and are based on a deep concern for 
harmony with nature. CMP focuses on people and paints from the standpoints of ECOLOGY, INNOVATION and 
QUALITY, using the most advanced technologies.
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In recent years, marine organisms have become remarkably 
more active due to the increase in ocean temperatures and 
climate change. In particular, with nutrient-rich water flowing 
out from many rivers, the coastal areas of Japan pose a 
highly-challenging environment to ships in terms of hull fouling.

Under the concept of “Develop an antifouling that never fouls 
at any given conditions”, CMP has developed the new 
antifouling “SEA PREMIER 3000 PLUS” for coastal vessels. 
Combining the conventional biocide “cuprous oxide” and the 
new biocide “selektope®” which is highly effective against 
barnacles, this product provides outstanding resistance against 
barnacle attachment. Additionally, through stable renewal of 
the surface, the product ensures superb performance in 
preventing slime and algae attachment. Keeping the coating 
surface smooth reduces the hull resistance and realizes 
excellent fuel efficiency. 

The biocide agent “selektope®”, generally called 
medetomidine, is contained in “SEA PREMIER 
3000 PLUS” and “SEAFLO NEO CF PREMIUM”. 
“selektope®” was developed by pharmaceutical 
technologies and exerts powerful effect against 
barnacles. Additionally, because selektope® has 
been registered to the European Biocidal Products 
Regulation (BPR) concerning the use of biocidal 
products including biocides, it is a biocide designed 
with consideration to the environmental protection 
as well.

The paint formulation with medetomidine 
combining hydrolysis polymers, the mainstream of 
antifoulings, is CMP’s patented technology. 

Highest Performance Antifouling on the Market

“CMP LINER BLUE”, the only caulking material made in 
Japan, has been developed for fixing ship equipment like an 
engine. In addition, it passed a durability test spanning 4,000 
hours and is certificated by MAN Diesel & Turbo (current MAN 
Energy Solutions, Germany), the only ship engine 
manufacturer in the world that has a certification system.

CMP LINER enables engine installation in a simplified manner 
and in a short period of time compared to the conventional 
method of fixing an engine by wedging in steel plates, which 
contributes to reducing work time and personnel required.

CMP LINER

Spectacular performance Contributing to Resource Saving by Hard Coatings Certificated by Engine Manufacturer

CMP has started to sell “SEAFLO NEO CF PREMIUM” in 
Japan market, an antifouling that has already been applied and 
highly esteemed worldwide.

The attachment of marine organisms such as barnacles to the 
ship’s bottom not only causes damage to the hull, but also 
causes a significant deterioration in fuel consumption. The 
product is formulated with “selektope®”, a biocide developed 
from the search for measures against barnacles and high 
antifouling performance is achieved even during a ship is 
anchored. In addition, the smooth coated surface of the 
product improves ships’ fuel economy and the product 
contributes to reduction of global GHG emissions.

Bulk carriers convey unpackaged cargoes from hard materials 
such as coal to food such as crops. Coatings of cargo hold of 
such carriers are required to have both the safety for food and 
the hardness to withstand hard cargoes.

CMP’s cargo hold coating “UMEGUARD SUPER H” has 
obtained an FDA (*) certificate besides its high-hardness 
coating film protects cargo holds from damage caused by 
cargoes. UMEGUARD SUPER-H contributes to reducing the 
frequency of maintenance painting for vessels in service.

Lineup of coatings applicable to various kinds of cargo holds 
of bulk carriers is available at CMP, offering a wide range of 
choices to meet the balance of maintenance cost and 
performance that is best suited for the customer.

All of the CMP’s cargo hold coatings are:

*FDA: Food and Drug Administration

Coal loading Coal: High hardness is required

Bulk carrier

CMP’s caulking material for railways, 
“CUS”, is widely used in railway tracks 
in and outside Japan. With over 40 
years of market performance, its 
technologies and know-hows have 
been utilized in the development of one 
of its products, CMP LINER.

Larvae of barnacle
(cypris larvae)
800 μm in body length

Cement
constituent

Several mm to several cm length

Settles on hull surface Grows into an adult during 
long-term mooring

Secretes cement constituent 
from tentacle

selektope® acts on the tentacle 
of barnacle larva to recede 
before it settles on the hull 
surface.

Mechanism of barnacle attachment

SEA PREMIER 3000 PLUS, SEAFLO NEO CF PREMIUM

Wheat loading Cargo Hold

New biocide

Conventional antifouling

Antifouling 
with selektope®

■ Certified by FDA (*)

■ Eco-friendly high-solid type (low VOCs)

Lineup of Cargo Hold Coatings

Underneath the main engine

Lineup of Cargo Hold Coatings
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Environmental products

Highly durable resin caulking materials with desirable 
flexibility to absorb vibrations and shocks. CMP’ s resin 
caulking materials are widely used in railway tracks and 
heavy machineries such as ship engines, supporting the 
safety of transport by train and ship.

The underwater frictional 
resistance is reduced by 
improving the smoothness 
of coating surface. CMP 
received the Minister of the 
Environment’s Award, etc. 
f o r  t h e  e x c e l l e n t  f u e l  
s a v i n g  p e r f o r m a n c e  
backed by its FIR theory. 

Paints have a role to “protect” the material from erosion 
and deterioration. By painting, materials made of steel, 
concrete or wood can be maintained in a good condition 
free from rusting and erosion for a long period of time. 
Paints reduce loss of materials due to erosion and thereby 
contribute to saving resources.

Fuel-saving antifoulings improve the fuel efficiency. Heat 
reflective paints improve the efficiency of air conditioning in 
buildings and ships. CMP diligently keeps conducting 
research to further improve the performance of such 
products that contribute to save energy and reduce CO2 
emissions.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) released into the air 
become the main cause of photochemical smog. CMP has 
b e e n  p r o m o t i n g  t h e  
development of  low-VOC 
high-solids or water-based  
and solvent free paints to 
r e d u c e  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  
toluene, xylene and ethyl 
benzene in its products.

A majority of container boxes are produced in China. 
China recently enhanced its environmental protection 
policies and accordingly, in April 2017, CMP completed 
changing all of its container paints to waterborne type. 
CMP continues to proactively 
respond to changes in the 
market  env i ronment  and 
establ ish new production 
technologies and painting 
techniques.

VOC in indoors is said to be the cause of al lergic 
symptoms, such as "Sick Building Syndrome". 

As part of its VOC reduction initiatives, CMP achieved 
toluene- and xylene-free paints for construction materials, 
in addition to waterborne paints for vessel living areas.

By applying paints to aged steel 
structures that were built during 
the period of rapid growth, the 
structures will be revitalized 
with extended longevity.

E n v i r o n m e n t - c o n s c i o u s  
w a t e r - b a s e d  T H E R M O  
SHADAN W improves the air 
condit ioning eff iciency and 
contributes to saving energy 
through i ts  exce l lent  heat  
reflection performance.

Titanium foil anti-corrosive 
system

Fuel saving antifoulings
SEAFLO NEO Z series

Heat reflecting coating
THERMO SHADAN W

Coating materials applicable  
underwater or on wet surfaces, 
to protect underwater and 
waterside structures from 
corrosion.

Epoxy underwater coating
CONTECT WE (For concrete)
PERMASTAR WE (For steel)

Fluororesin finish paint
FLUOREX

Waterboned paints
SWAN HB L

Filling material for railways
CUS

Epoxy resin for chocking
CMP LINER

Antifoulings for Fishnets UV curing paints
AULEX

This is registered in the New Technology Information System 
(NETIS) of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism of Japan.

Concrete peeling prevention 
construction method applicable 
to wet surfaces

CONTECT WE100
construction method

High-hardness coating protects 
the cargo hold. It contributes to 
resource saving by reducing 
the frequency of maintenance 
painting for vessels during 
operation. 

Cargo Hold Coating
UMEGUARD SUPER-H

Universal Primer
BANNOH 1500

Universal Primer
BANNOH 1500

Global warming prevention Reducing air pollution

Supporting the safetyHuman-friendly technology

Complete changeover to waterborne
products (container paints)

Resin caulking materials Antifoulings for Fishnets

Environmental Conservation Environmental Conservation Environmental Consideration

Environmental Consideration Environmental Consideration

* Please see page 13 for the development of fuel-saving
antifoulings.

Resource saving
Antifouling are used in various places such as ship 
bottoms and water channels of power plants to prevent 
adhesion of marine organisms. CMP uses antifouling 
agents with less impact on the marine environment and 
offers a range of silicone antifouling that are free from 
antifouling agents, in pursuit of further enhancing the 
performance of its products.

Antifouling function taking 
advantage of the high 
water-repelling property of silicone 
prevents adhesion of marine 
organisms, and the smooth 
coating surface contributes to 
improved fuel saving.

Silicone foul release coating
CMP BIOCLEAN

CMP’ s BIOCLEAN ECO is applied 
to underwater facilities of power 
plants to protect them from fouling. 
For its excellent antifouling 
performance and consideration to 
the environment, BIOCLEAN ECO 
also is adopted for the MOSE 
Project (photograph), a grand 
project to protect Venice from 
damages arising from tidal waves.

Silicone foul release coating
BIOCLEAN ECO

Reducing marine pollution

Environmental Consideration

When a substantial amount of shells or algae attaches to a 
culture net or a fixed net, the inside of the net becomes a 
closed environment cut off from ocean currents, which 
results in damaging the health of fish inside. Fishnets coated 
with antifouling prevent shells and algae attachment and 

help in maintaining a healthy 
growing environment for fish.

CMP’ s  an t i fou l ings  fo r  
f i s h n e t s  p l a y  a  r o l e  i n  
ensuring the safety of our 
food.

CMP LINER

To support the Air Quality Improvement 
Promotion Project  propel led by the 
B u r e a u  o f  E n v i r o n m e n t ,  T o k y o  
Metropolitan Government, CMP has had itself registered 
as a Clear Sky Supporter that undertakes NOx or VOC 
emissions reduction initiatives.

Low-VOC Products to Realize Clear Sky

High solid

BIOCRISTY Series
BIOGUARD Series
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Transition of paints shipped in IBC
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IBC Recycle SystemDevelopment of fuel-saving antifoulings

An increase in shipment by IBC proportionally reduces the 
amount of industrial waste such as 18 liter cans and drums. In 
fiscal 2018, 6,510 tons of products have been shipped by IBC 
and CMP reduced waste by 610,000 cans. Approx. 10.59 
million waste cans reduced in 18 years.(*)
Significant contribution to less industrial wastes.

 Reduction of waste can disposals

IBC system is the paint delivery system which combines IBC (Intermediate 
Bulk Container) and automatic paint blending equipment. To contribute to 
resource conservation and come close to the target of zero-emission, CMP 
has launched promotions of the IBC system since 1995 and supplied to its 
customers since 2001. Conversion to IBC System, driven by the team work 
of CMP and the customers, contributes not only to the reduction of waste 
cans but also to that of waste paint, improved mechanical washing efficiency 
and better working environment. Thus CMP enjoys favorable reaction by its 
customers such as shipyards.

IBC（Intermediate Bulk Container）

(*) Approximate quantity calculated by converting the paint volume shipped 
from IBC into conventional 18 liter oil cans.

Surface roughness and turbulent flow
wavelengths

Anti fouling paint film

Sea water

Additionally, in recent years, reduction of friction resistance 
with seawater by leveling the coating film surface for improving 
the fuel efficiency has become a new challenge in the marine 
coating industry.

The FIR theory developed by CMP is a theory to quantify the 
smoothness of coating film surface and to evaluate the effects 
of antifoulings on the fuel efficiency. The FIR is an important 
indicator not only for developing fuel-saving antifoulings but 
also for designing ships that comply with the Energy Efficiency 
Design Index (EEDI) of International Maritime Organization 
(IMO).

Aiming to reduce CO2 emissions by improving the fuel 
economy of ships during navigation, CMP has been working on 
improving the performance of its fuel-saving antifoulings 
through the development based on the FIR theory.

The analyzed roughness (Rz) and wavelength (RSm) are entered in the 
equation of the FIR theory to calculate the FIR (Friction Increase Ratio) 
and further the expected fuel saving rate.

(Registration No. 5916490)

Rz：42μm   RSm：3980μm

FIR : 1.2%
Rz：111μm  RSm：3024μm

FIR : 10.7%

Obtain roughness and wavelength from coating film surface

Calculate FIR value and expected fuel saving rate

CMP has been participating in the pilot project of Japan 
Maritime Cluster Collaborative Research, the Project for 
Evaluation of Ship Performance in the Actual Seas centered by 
the National Maritime Research Institute, Port and Aviation 
Technology of Japan, in which various industries involved with 
marine transportation and shipbuilding take part. This project is 
conducted for a period of three years from October 2017 for 
the purpose of creating a “ruler” for objectively evaluating the 
ship performance in actual seas, and CMP is contributing to 
the development of a program for evaluating the impact on hull 
resistance after entering service.

Estimating Expected Fuel Saving Rate by FIR Theory IBC Recycle System

Antifoulings not only prevent the hull from being damaged by 
attachment of marine organisms but also prevent aggravating 
fuel efficiency caused by the resistance from attached marine 
organisms.

No attachment of
barnacles
(high-performance
antifouling)

Coating film surface (enlarged)

Barnacles attach
to the hull

Test application of two types of antifoulings was conducted on the 
ship’ s bottom. The photograph above is a condition after 12 
months of operation. Although the sea area was known to be very 
severe in terms of barnacles fouling, the high-performance 
antifouling exerted excellent antifouling performance.

A comparison of coating fi lm surfaces. The surface of the 
fuel-saving type is smoother, which reduces the friction resistance 
with seawater.

CMP supports the “COOL CHOICE” campaign 
led by the Ministry of the Environment to fight 

against global warming. It is CMP’s sincerest hope that further 
improvement of fuel-saving performance of antifoulings contributes 
to the realization of low-carbon society.

Conventional AFFuel Saving AF

Antifoulings and Fuel Efficiency

Reducing CO2 Emissions by Improving Fuel Economy Project for Evaluation of Ship Performance in the Actual Seas

Three-dimensional roughness 
images and the data of roughness 
and wavelength are obtained from 
the surface of hull using a portable 
laser 3D hull roughness analyzer 
developed by CMP.

Fuel Saving Antifoulings for
Low-carbon Society.

Merits of IBC System

To reduce waste can disposals

To eliminate can opening operation

To mix paints at a time

To reduce paint loss

To improve quality of paints

By switching to IBC, premise of 
the shipyards were much better

put in order
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Anti fouling paint film

Sea water

Additionally, in recent years, reduction of friction resistance 
with seawater by leveling the coating film surface for improving 
the fuel efficiency has become a new challenge in the marine 
coating industry.
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(IMO).
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through the development based on the FIR theory.

The analyzed roughness (Rz) and wavelength (RSm) are entered in the 
equation of the FIR theory to calculate the FIR (Friction Increase Ratio) 
and further the expected fuel saving rate.

(Registration No. 5916490)

Rz：42μm   RSm：3980μm

FIR : 1.2%
Rz：111μm  RSm：3024μm

FIR : 10.7%

Obtain roughness and wavelength from coating film surface

Calculate FIR value and expected fuel saving rate
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Maritime Cluster Collaborative Research, the Project for 
Evaluation of Ship Performance in the Actual Seas centered by 
the National Maritime Research Institute, Port and Aviation 
Technology of Japan, in which various industries involved with 
marine transportation and shipbuilding take part. This project is 
conducted for a period of three years from October 2017 for 
the purpose of creating a “ruler” for objectively evaluating the 
ship performance in actual seas, and CMP is contributing to 
the development of a program for evaluating the impact on hull 
resistance after entering service.

Estimating Expected Fuel Saving Rate by FIR Theory IBC Recycle System

Antifoulings not only prevent the hull from being damaged by 
attachment of marine organisms but also prevent aggravating 
fuel efficiency caused by the resistance from attached marine 
organisms.

No attachment of
barnacles
(high-performance
antifouling)

Coating film surface (enlarged)

Barnacles attach
to the hull

Test application of two types of antifoulings was conducted on the 
ship’ s bottom. The photograph above is a condition after 12 
months of operation. Although the sea area was known to be very 
severe in terms of barnacles fouling, the high-performance 
antifouling exerted excellent antifouling performance.

A comparison of coating fi lm surfaces. The surface of the 
fuel-saving type is smoother, which reduces the friction resistance 
with seawater.

CMP supports the “COOL CHOICE” campaign 
led by the Ministry of the Environment to fight 

against global warming. It is CMP’s sincerest hope that further 
improvement of fuel-saving performance of antifoulings contributes 
to the realization of low-carbon society.

Conventional AFFuel Saving AF

Antifoulings and Fuel Efficiency

Reducing CO2 Emissions by Improving Fuel Economy Project for Evaluation of Ship Performance in the Actual Seas

Three-dimensional roughness 
images and the data of roughness 
and wavelength are obtained from 
the surface of hull using a portable 
laser 3D hull roughness analyzer 
developed by CMP.

Fuel Saving Antifoulings for
Low-carbon Society.

Merits of IBC System

To reduce waste can disposals

To eliminate can opening operation

To mix paints at a time

To reduce paint loss

To improve quality of paints

By switching to IBC, premise of 
the shipyards were much better
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Together with Stakeholders

We are aware that it is our management priority to carry out our social responsibility for stakeholders, and globally operate our 
activities in the medium and long term, within the scope of the management policy as defined below. 

Together with Stakeholders

To win customer’s confidence and satisfaction with the highest quality products.

To develop technological innovation and create new products from a global point of view.

To introduce scientific methods to company’s management to let our company run 
continuously with proper profit and make a contribution to our society.

To be faithful, to cooperate each other and to be fair.

To cope with changes in business environment and move ahead on job standardization and 
implement systematic management.

We shall be aware of changes in the values of our society and in the state of the world from a global and 
long-term point of view. We shall carry out our businesses based on a medium-to-long-term perspective, 
not being distracted by temporary, speculative, and short-sighted focus on profitability.

We shall give serious consideration to rigorous compliance with the law, to our international reputation, 
and to commercial ethics, and maintain the reputation of the CMP Group as a whole. We shall continue 
to consider conventional trade practices and aim for fair trade in line with corporate ethics and social 
common sense.

We need to engage in free and fair competition in our relevant markets and in sound rivalry with our 
competitors, so that we develop ourselves with the stimulation of fair competition such that development 
contributes to benefits for consumers. We shall impose serious penalties on any action against Anti-Trust 
Laws in the course of dealings with our competitors, especially as regards bid rigging.

We shall not fail to give consideration to environmental issues such as manufacturing. We shall take care 
with respect to the maintenance of the environment and the environmental impact of our businesses on 
humans, and shall not hesitate with respect to expenses incurred in adopting sound environmental 
measures. If, in any case, those expenses render a business unprofitable, such business shall be 
discontinued or its activities restricted.

We shall make efforts to maintain mutual recognition and integration with local communities, disclosing 
our company activities by way of conducting field trips and holding explanatory sessions, and so forth, on 
our premises as required.

We shall not engage in any relationship with Special Shareholders or organized crime syndicates. Such 
relationships have no relevance to our businesses.

We shall not allow discrimination on the basis of race, gender and belief, or tolerate sexual harassment, 
whether on our business premises or not.

We shall treat personal and confidential information appropriately.

We shall remain strictly neutral and non-partisan regarding elections as stated in the Public Office 
Election Law.

We shall refrain from any sales or purchases of shares of our company or of our business 
counter-parties that may raise any suspicions of insider trading.

Company’s Policy

CMP Group's Code of Conduct

Through developing environmentally conscious products, promoting 
environmental management and participating in activities of 
environmental conservation, CMP intends to develop a relationship with 
all stakeholders with a strong focus on environmental protection.

Global Environment

CMP has a purchasing policy of open 
door, fair & law-abiding, of mutual trust 
and environment conservation. CMP 
endeavors to promote a relationship of 
trust with suppliers who are our business 
partners.

As one of the members in local 
communities, CMP is trying to build a 
relationship of mutual trust with such 
communities through our 23 affiliated 
companies in 20 countries and regions.

CMP takes great concern over employee 
safety, and carries out fair human 
resource management processes which 
include recruitment, training and 
performance evaluations respecting the 
individuality of employees and promotion 
of a workplace environment which has a 
positive influence on morale and abilities 
of the employees.

CMP continuously aims to fulfill its 
responsibility in society as a paint 
company, making best efforts to develop 
our products functionally and 
environmentally and improve the quality 
management system in order to be 
reliable and to provide customers with 
satisfaction.

CMP strives to increase the value of the 
corporation through efficient and highly 
transparent internal controls and 
corporate governance. 

Suppliers

Local communities Shareholders
& Investors

Customers Employees
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with Customers

CMP has expanded and intends to expand further into various markets using the knowledge and technology of its marine, industrial and 
container paints.

A majority of shipowners transfer the registration of their ships to 
countries, so called flag of convenience countries, with a lower 
tax rate and lax regulations on the nationality of sailors, such as 
Panama and Liberia. The actual nationalities of shipowners are 
concentrated in Asia and Europe, regardless of the nominal ship 
registration countries.

A majority of ships are built in China, South Korea or Japan, and 
repair docks concentrate along the main routes from Europe 
through to East Asia.

Demands for shipbuilding tend to drastically change along with 
the economic trend, and also demands for ship repair temporar-
ily fluctuate due to various factors. However, the marine market 
in general is in an expanding trend in a long term, by an increase 
in the volume of marine logistics associated with the growth of 
global economy. 

Our products are applied not only to trading vessels but also to 
small vessels (such as pleasure boats and fishing boats) and 
fishing net, and are well received by various users who are 
involved with marine business and activities.

CMP provides various products including heavy duty coatings 
for industrial plants and steel/concrete structures, paints for 
building materials, high-performance paints for industrial plastic 
products, and caulking materials. The main markets of CMP are 
Japan and emerging Asian countries. While demands fluctuate 
overseas due to economic deceleration of emerging countries 
and in Japan due to factors such as low birthrate, the market is 
transitioning in a relatively robust trend overall. Amid such a 
situation, some market expansion is anticipated arising from 
new construction of offshore facilities and repair of an enormous 
amount of existing social infrastructure. Additionally, a new 
market can be established by adding new functions to paints for 
building materials. As such, potential demands for CMP’s 
know-how that has been developed in both the marine transpor-
tation and industrial segments are large.

China is the world’s leading producer of container boxes. The 
quantity of container boxes used in ocean transportation is 
increasing along with the expansion of the global economy, and 
demand for container boxes is also in an increasing trend from 
a long-term view.
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with Customers
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with Customers

Under these three policies regarding manufacturing 
stipulated in CMP’s “Basic Management Guideline”, each 
section concerned establishes the quality guideline through 
ISO 9001 activities and promotes quality assurance 
activities to comply with the specifications.

Quality Assurance Policy

Product Safety

Quality Assurance

To help customers better understand our products, we 
introduce our products in domestic and international 
exhibitions.

CMP actively engages in giving presentations and lectures 
at events in order to assist its customers to gain better 
understanding of CMP and its products.

Sea Japan 2018  Exhbitor's presentation

Seatrade Maritime Middle East
Exhbitor's presentation

The latest antifouling with spectacular performance
by new biocide technology

A New Era of High Performance & Fuel Efficient Antifoulings

Japan Ship Machinery and Equipment Seminar
in Taiwan (Sponsored by JSMEA) 

Presentations at Exhibitions Presentations and Lectures 

Product Seminar 

SEA JAPAN 2018
April 11 - 13, 2018
(Tokyo / Japan)

Offshore Northern Seas
August 27 - 30 (Norway)

SEATRADE MARITIME
MIDDLE EAST
October 29 - 31(U.A.E.)

CMP's new high performance coatings - New low friction 
and fuel saving antifoulings - Epoxy chocking liner

Product Seminars for antifoulings were held in Imabari, 
Tokyo and Otake to appeal CMP’s products to existing and 
potential users. CMP will continue to actively conduct sales 
and PR activities.

Seminar in Imabari Seminar in Tokyo

Communications

Meeting the static challenge

Malaysia - Japan Business Matching Forum 2019
(Sponsored by JSMEA) 

Achievement of low emission by reduction of hull 
resistance with the new antifouling technology

Japan Seminar at Posidonia 2018
 (Sponsored by JSMEA) 

Maintain the highest product quality and secure the 
confidence and satisfaction of our customers.

Promote consistent technical innovation and new product 
development from a global point of view.

Promote an operational standardization within CMP 
responding to the environment to run the systematic 
management and business activities.

Aiming at the improvement of customers’ satisfaction, CMP 
runs systems in a way to satisfy the needs of customers all 
the time. CMP asks customers to give response to 
“Questionnaires” periodically, then analyzes their answers 
and utilizes them to improve the customers’ satisfaction.

Quality Assurance Management System

Design verification
and review

Production

Supply to customers

Customer satisfaction
survey

Development and design

Quality policy and
quality objectives

Market
information

Requirements

customers

Products

ISO 9001 Registration
CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS, LTD. 

OHTAKE-MEISHIN CHEMICAL CO., LTD 

KOBE PAINTS, LTD. 

CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SHANGHAI), LTD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (GUANGDONG), LTD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD.

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA

CHUGOKU-BOAT ITALY S.P.A.

Japan

Korea

Thailand

Netherlands

China

Malaysia

Singapore

Indonesia

Italy

By complying with ISO 9001, and additionally to the 
company rule, CMP promotes the continuous improvement 
of the quality management system and its activity.

Activities for Quality Assurance

Status Report of ISO 9001 Registration 

　

From the standpoint of consumer protection, CMP always 
gives consideration to the environment, safety and health 
not only during the development stage of new products but 
also for existing products, and develops and improves 
products and technology which are safe and friendly to 
mankind with less impact on the global environment.

To help customers use the paint products safely, CMP 
provides warnings and other information in SDS (Safety 
Data Sheet), product catalogues and on container labels.

CMP’s Policy of Consumer Protection

Providing Safety Information on the Products

Posidonia 2018
June 4 -8, 2018
(Greece)

SMM 2018
Hamburg
September 4 - 7, 2018
(Germany)

Japan International 
Boat Show 2019
March 7 - 10, 2019
(Yokohama / Japan)

* JSMEA: Japan Ship Machinery and Equipment Association

*ISO 14001 Registration: page 36
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Quality Assurance Management System

Design verification
and review

Production

Supply to customers

Customer satisfaction
survey

Development and design

Quality policy and
quality objectives

Market
information

Requirements

customers

Products

ISO 9001 Registration
CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS, LTD. 

OHTAKE-MEISHIN CHEMICAL CO., LTD 

KOBE PAINTS, LTD. 

CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SHANGHAI), LTD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (GUANGDONG), LTD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD.

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA

CHUGOKU-BOAT ITALY S.P.A.

Japan

Korea

Thailand

Netherlands

China

Malaysia

Singapore

Indonesia

Italy

By complying with ISO 9001, and additionally to the 
company rule, CMP promotes the continuous improvement 
of the quality management system and its activity.

Activities for Quality Assurance

Status Report of ISO 9001 Registration 

　

From the standpoint of consumer protection, CMP always 
gives consideration to the environment, safety and health 
not only during the development stage of new products but 
also for existing products, and develops and improves 
products and technology which are safe and friendly to 
mankind with less impact on the global environment.

To help customers use the paint products safely, CMP 
provides warnings and other information in SDS (Safety 
Data Sheet), product catalogues and on container labels.

CMP’s Policy of Consumer Protection

Providing Safety Information on the Products

Posidonia 2018
June 4 -8, 2018
(Greece)

SMM 2018
Hamburg
September 4 - 7, 2018
(Germany)

Japan International 
Boat Show 2019
March 7 - 10, 2019
(Yokohama / Japan)

* JSMEA: Japan Ship Machinery and Equipment Association

*ISO 14001 Registration: page 36



Together with Stakeholders

Together with Local communities

Contributions to the Society

Kobe Paints made a donation for the 
autumn festival held on October 5th 
2018 and to a children’s association.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD. donated teaching 
materials to a nearby primary school on Children’ s Day in 
January 2018. It also donated paints to a nearby school in July, 
September and Nobember 2018 for repainting, and performed 
volunteer painting as well.

CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD. in Korea contributed 
support funds, food, heating oil and other goods to neighboring 
towns and villages. Additionally, it 
has offered donations to local 
r eg i ona l  o rgan i za t i ons  and  
granted scholarships to pupils of a 
nearby pr imary school at  the 
graduation ceremony.

As a marine paint manufacturer, in order to promote marine 
sports, CMP supports various yachting events and offers 
paints for pleasure boats and small gifts.

The 10th Subaru-za Cup Charity Yacht Race Tokyo Bay Open 2018

The 12th Ibaraki Billfish Tournament In Oarai

The 21th Yokohama Bayside Marina Open Yacht Race

Yokohama Civic Yacht Harbor 50th anniversary race

The 8th Around Kansai International Airport Yacht Race

The 21th Yokohama Bayside Marina Open Yacht Race

Sponsor for Marine Sport Events Donation to Local Communities (Thailand)  

Donation to the Neighborhood around the
Factory (Korea)

Shiga Factory staff participated in the “OKTOBERFEST YASU 
JAZZ UP!” held on September 22-23, 2018 as event staff. 

Sponsoring Regional Events (Shiga)

Sponsoring Regional Events (Shiga)

Shiga Factory participated in the “Yasumaru Hiroba 2018”, a 
civic event of Yasu City held on June 3, 2018, and exhibited a 
panel as one of local companies.

Kobe Paints made a donation for the Lighting-up and Security 
Camera Installing Movement, a movement to light up the local 
community led by the local Kakogawa District Corporate 
Security Association.

Donation for Installing Security Cameras 
(Kobe Paints)

Donation to an Autumn Festival, near the 
Factory(Kobe Paints)

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V. has been making donating 
activities to various organizations, including giving paints to 
local festivals and making contributions to local sporting 
groups and schools.

Donation to Charitable Organizations
 (Netherlands)

The Hiroshima Head Office participated in the “Koi Koi Festival 
in Otake” (hosted by Otake City) held at the Otake City General 
Gymnasium on November 11, 2018, and exhibited a panel at 
the industry section as one of local companies.

Sponsoring Regional Events (Hiroshima)

Paint for pleasure boats & yachts
Seajet
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with Local communities

CMP Tokyo staff participated in the water sprinkling event, 
which promoted less air-conditioning and energy saving on 
August 1, 2018.

Shiga Factory

Staff members of the Shiga 
Factory participated in the 
“Trash Zero Operat ion,”  a 
clean-up activity around the 
lakeshore of Lake Biwa hosted 
by the Yasu city government 
on May 27, 2018.

In the areas where CMP Group’s main factories are located, 
our employees engage in beautification and tree-planting 
activities on the premises as well as cleaning, weeding and 
beautification activities around the company. CMP employ-
ees including workers of Headquarters and Sales offices 
also actively participate in local environmental conservation 
events.

On October 3, 2018 and March 18, 2019, CMP participated 
in the riverbed cleaning activity for Gioui-gawa River hosted 
by a citizen’s group for preservation and revitalization of the 
nature and culture of Yasu City.

Kyushu Factory

Ohtake-Meishin Chemical 
Co., Ltd. 

Kobe Paints, Ltd.

Chugoku Marine Paints
(Shanghai), Ltd. 

Shiga FactoryParticipation in the “Trash Zero Operation” (Shiga)

Clean-up Activities outside Factories

Cleaning Activity at Gioui-gawa Riverbed (Shiga)

Environmental ProtectionContributions to the Society

Use of Social Media

#Pentaro Instagram
CMP’ s account focusing on cartoons featuring 
Pentaro. CMP thanks many stakeholders for 
following the account!

Facebook account

The official account for boat & yacht coatings, 
Seajet. Various kinds of information about the 
products are posted through this account.

Paint Boat & Yacht

CMP uses social media to communicate with its stakeholders.

PT. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA has formed a futsal team 
and participated in regional sport events as a means of having 
communication with local communities.

Futsal Team (Indonesia)

CMP Headquarters in Tokyo collected used postage stamps to 
be utilized by JOICFP (Japanese Organization for International 
Cooperation in Family Planning), which performs international 
corporation activities in developing countries via Cityliving, free 
information magazine.

Additionally, we have donated calendars and notebooks to the 
“Charity Calendar Market” hosted by the Nippon Volunteer 
Network Active in Disaster (NPO).

Donation of Unwanted Calendars and 
Used Stamps (Tokyo)

CMP participated in events such as a launching ceremony at a 
shipyard hosted by the Cooperative Association of Japan 
Shipbuilders targeting elementary and junior high school 
students for the purpose of developing next generations, and 
gave lectures on marine paints to the local students.

May, 2018              Shimonoseki-shi, Yamaguchi (Junior high school)　
October, 2018       Suzaki-shi, Kochi (Elementary school) 　
November, 2018    Kure-shi, Hiroshima(Junior high school)
November, 2018   Onomichi-shi, Hiroshima (Elementary school) 

Lecture Sessions for Elementary and 
Junior High School Students

Participation in Kasumi no Uchimizu 
(water sprinkling event at Kasumi Terrace) (Tokyo) 
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Together with Stakeholders

CMP is aware that increasing the corporate value is important for management policy, with the establishment of effective, 
healthy and transparent corporate governance. Forming the board of directors, the board of auditors, management meetings, 
and other committees, CMP reinforces its corporate system. 

By aiming for the sustainable development of the company 
with efficient and effective internal control systems, CMP 
endorsed a resolution to establish the “Rules and Basic 
Policy for Establishing Internal Control System” at the 
board of directors in May 2006 (partially amended in March 
2008 & May 2015), and are putting effort into forming and 
operating the appropriately related committees.

As a listed company, CMP recognize that to submit a highly 
reliable financial report to investors and shareholders is an 
important responsibility, thus “Basic Policy of the Financial 
Reporting” was resolved at the board of directors in March 
2008. Additionally, CMP maintain and improve the system 
through the “Self assessment concerning Internal Control 
over Financial Reporting”.

Together with suppliers Together with shareholders and investors

Purchasing Policy Green Purchasing Corporate Governance

Internal Control Reliable Financial Reporting

Our Purchasing Division always looks for new 
business partners and maintains an open policy. 

Open policy 

Fairness

Our Purchasing Div. abides by every applicable 
law and regulation to the purchasing business.

Law-abiding principle

Our Purchasing Div. promotes mutual trust with 
business partners following our fair purchasing 
policy.

Mutual trust

Our Purchasing Div. contributes to the benefit of 
society through purchasing and bearing environ-
mental conservation in mind. 

Conserving the environment 

Our Purchasing Div. assesses quality, price, 
delivery schedule, reliable supply and technical 
service together and selects our business 
partners fairly. 

Automated warehouse 
(Shiga) 

Varnish, Solvent tank 
(Kyushu) 

Raw Materials Warehouse 
(Shiga) 

Delivering raw materials by
flexible container bags

 (Kyushu) 

CMP promotes “Green Purchasing and Procurement” 
where environmentally conscious products are preferably 
purchased. We are steadily increasing the ratio of Green 
Purchasing and Procurement in stationary and office items 
and switching of copying paper and printed matters to FSC 
(Forest Stewardship Council) certified paper.
  

  

Survey Sheet for Suppliers’ 
Green Procurement

CMP surveys the status of the ISO 14001 certification 
granted to raw material manufacturers from whom CMP 
has already purchased a fixed 
amount to learn their approach to 
environmental issues. 80 percent of 
the manufacturers surveyed were 
already certified. CMP continues to 
work on uncertified manufacturers 
to apply for the ISO certification.

FSC certified paper is used in 
many documents issued by CMP, 
including this report and periodic 
reports to the shareholders.

Conducting the Survey 
of the Suppliers’ Green Procurement 

What is the Law on Promoting
Green Purchasing?

Green Purchasing means purchasing goods with a 
minimum environmental load by taking the impact on 
the environment and the extent of the necessity into 
consideration. The Law on Promoting Green 
Purchasing was introduced in April 2001 and national 
and public institutions took the initiative to promote 
Green Purchasing. By providing useful information 
about environmental friendly products, etc., it aims to 
change the structure of the demand and to build a 
sustainable society with a continuous progress. It also 
stipulates the obligations not only of national level 
institutions but also of local public organizations, 
business owners and citizens.

Organization Chart for Corporate Governance

Audit

Audit

Shareholders Meeting

Board of Auditors

Across-The-Company
Joint Meeting

Risk Management
Committee

Subsidiaries and Affiliates

Auditor

Corporate
Auditors’ Office

Management
Meeting

President

Appointment/DismissalAppointment
/ Dismissal

Appointment
/ Dismissal

Appointment/Supervision

Compliance
Committee

Outside lawyers

Audit Department

Sales Headquarter

Technical Headquarter

Production Headquarter

Administration Headquarter
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Nomination Advisory 
Committee Board of Directors

Compensation Advisory
Committee
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with shareholders and investors

To sustain the corporate activity in the society & conforming to the social norms and corporate ethics is imperative. CMP is 
aware that responding to compliance is one of the most important issues among a number of risks, and always remain 
committed to compliance, across the board checks by the Risk Management Committee and with the guidance of the 
Compliance Committee.    

Providing basic education
CMP prepares a Compliance Manual and audiovisual aids 
in Japanese, English and Chinese to raise general 
awareness of compliance and comprehensively explain the 
legal matters to be noted when carrying out our business, 
and distributes and delivers the same across head offices 
and all affiliates in and outside Japan.

The “Code of Conduct for CMP Group” states the group’s 
compliance and core business management from the 
medium- to long-term perspectives, and encourages mutual 
understanding with stakeholders. This Code of Conduct 
was translated into English and Chinese, and distributed to 
all related companies along with CMP’s Company Policy, in 
an attempt to raise awareness of the Code and Policy 
among the executives and staff of the group. (The full text 
of The Code of Conduct is shown on Page 9.)

In December 2002, CMP set up “Post 999”, which is an 
anonymous consultation network in and outside the 
company. Currently CMP Group has this system in 8 
countries / regions.

Emergency foods and
drinking water

Evacuation drill
(Tokyo head office)

The business environment surrounding CMP Group is always changing and requires CMP to respond quickly to various risks. 
Under the basic policy; “Establish the effective and efficient Risk Management System to achieve Human Safety, Continuous 
Development of Corporate Value and Mutual Trust with Stakeholders”, CMP Group forms various committees and keeps 
improving the system. These committees include Compliance Committee, System Planning & Operating Committee and others 
in support of the Risk Management Committee. We consolidate the control system for prevention, detention, correction, 
recurrence prevention of such anticipated risks, and for response to crisis.

Implementation of applied education
Based on the principal object of compliance to “Increase 
the corporate value by meeting expectations of 
stakeholders”, detailed education training on laws and 
ordinances, social norms and other rules of particular 
importance has been conducted by occupational category 
and subject, mainly for domestic executives and workers.　

Infringement of human rights represented by child labor 
and slave labor still exists now, and is an issue the whole 
world has to work together to eliminate. CMP endeavors to 
always exercise fair and reasonable corporate ethics 
through its management policies and code of conduct, and 
pays close attention not to cause infringement of human 
rights in conducting its business. In line with that, CMP’s 
consolidated subsidiary CHUGOKU PAINTS (UK) LIMITED 
has announced a declaration not to cause infringement of 
human rights such as enforced slave labor not only within 
the company but throughout its supply chain, conforming to 
the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015.

Providing Compliance Education

Initiatives for Protecting Human Rights
Setting Up of Anonymous Consultation in
and outside the Company

Code of Conduct for CMP Group Directors 
and Staff Members

Risk Management System Compliance

Organizational Chart of the Risk Management System

Chief Compliance Officer

Chief Information Officer

Coatings Care Committee

Compliance Committee

System Planning &
Operating Committee

Board of Directors Board of Auditors

President

Risk Management
Committee

Audit Department

CMP has implemented wide-ranging measures in response 
to potential large-scale natural disasters, including the 
Tonankai Earthquake, and an inland earthquake affecting the 
metropolitan area, in order to maintain a stable supply and 
ensure the safety of our employees.

Simulation of emergency alternative production
Implementing earthquake-resistant measures for 
buildings, fixing dangerous indoor objects to walls, etc.
Storing emergency foods and drinking water
Conducting evacuation drills
Preparing accommodation goods for employees unable to 
go home
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with shareholders and investors

Under the trend of raw material prices remaining high, the environment surrounding 
the business of CMP Group is in a tough situation in its mainstay marine paints 
segment, facing price competition associated with the stagnant vessel prices. To 
ensure its mid- and long-term business continuation in addition to fighting against 
such pressures, CMP Group needs to promote changeover to products compliant 
with enhanced environmental regulations of respective counties and drastic 
improvement of manufacturing processes.

Amid such circumstances, CMP Group formulated “CMP New Century Plan 1”, a 
new Medium-Term Management Plan for three years from fiscal year 2018, and 
published it in May 2018.

Outline of the Medium-Term Management Plan
“CMP New Century Plan 1”

　　
Leading global niche company

distinguished by compact size and high profitability
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Together with shareholders and investors
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with shareholders and investors

Summary of consolidated balance sheet
Assets
Decreased by 11.918 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in current assets 
by 7.695 billion yen due to a decrease in cash and deposits 
associated with acquisition of treasury stock, a decrease in 
notes and accounts receivable and other factors, and a 
decrease in non-current assets by 4.222 billion yen due to 
a decrease in investment securities and other factors.

Liabilities
Increased by 0.662 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in current liabilities 
by 0.227 billion yen due to a decrease in long-term 
borrowings to be paid back within a year and accounts 
payable and other factors, and an increase in non-current 
liabilities by 0.890 billion yen due to an increase in 
long-term borrowings and other factors.

Net assets
Decreased by 12.580 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in shareholder’s 
equity by 7.938 billion yen due to accounting net loss 
attributable to parent company shareholders, performing 
payment for purchases of treasury stock, and other factors, 
and a decrease in accumulated other comprehensive 
income and non-controlling interests by 4.642 billion yen in 
total.

Increased by 3.764 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including a decrease in income before income 
tax and minority interests and a decrease in sales credit.

Cash flows from operating activities

Increased by 0.862 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including a decrease in expenses by acquisition 
of non-current assets and an increase in income by sale of 
investment securities.

Cash flows from investing activities

Decreased by 5.365 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including an increase in expenses on payment 
for purchases of treasury stock and payment for dividends.

Cash flows from financing activities

Decreased by 4.480 billion yen compared with the end of previous 
term.

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Although the global economy in this term saw rising 
uncertainty due to various factors including the US-China 
trade friction and further deepening political turmoil in 
Europe, none of the risks materialized and their effects 
were limited. Amid such a situation, the American market 
remained bullish and the European economy transitioned 
stably. As a result, overall, a trend of moderate growth has 
been maintained.

As for the economic environment around CMP Group, in its 
mainstay marine paints segment, the shipbuilding and 
marine transportation markets exhibited a sense of 
bottoming out backed by the improvement in tonnage 
supply-demand balance and steady marine transportation. 
The demand for paints has also been in a gradual recovery 
trend, but it didn’t quite raise the sale prices of paints. In the 
container paints segment, the production volume of 
container boxes increased mainly in China and the demand 
for paints expanded, but price competition has intensified. 
Meanwhile, soaring raw material prices primarily attributable 
to the rise of crude oil price affected the company for which, 
in general, severe business environment continued.

Under such a situation, CMP Group promoted aggressive 
sales activities and secured increased revenue in all of its 
business regions and in each segment of marine, industrial 
and container paints. Meanwhile, regarding profit and loss, 
the manufacturing cost substantially increased, greatly 
affected by soaring raw material prices while sales prices of 
paints remaining sluggish. To address that, CMP worked on 
reduction of costs and expenses and made efforts on 
optimization of sales prices for some products, but these 
initiatives couldn’t offset the increase in the cost.

As a result of the above, CMP Group’s net sales in this term 
were 88.452 billion yen (Year on Year 6.6% increase), 
operating loss was 0.588 billion yen (operating income of 
3.761 billion yen in the previous term), ordinary loss was 
0.170 billion yen (ordinary income of 3.912 billion yen in the 
previous term), and net loss attributable to parent company 
shareholders was 0.710 billion yen (net income attributable 
to parent company shareholders of 2.447 billion yen in the 
previous term).

       

Increased by 5.471 billion yen compared with the previous 
term, affected by expansion of the sales of container paints in 
China, in addition to the growth of mainstay marine paint sales 
backed by the improved tonnage demand and steady marine 
transportation.

Net sales

Decreased by 4.350 billion yen compared with the previous 
term because of factors including a significant increase in cost 
rates due to soaring raw material prices and intensifying price 
competition, resulting in an operating loss.

Operating income

Decreased by 3.157 billion yen compared with the previous 
term because of factors including the deteriorating operating 
profit and loss balance, resulting in a net loss.

Net income attributable to parent company shareholders

Overview

Summary of Consolidated Financial Statements

Performance in Fiscal 2018 (April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2019)

Consolidated statements of changes in net assets  Year ended March 31, 2018

11,626

−

11,626

Balance at beginning of the year

Amount of changes during the year

　Cash dividends

　Net loss (-) attributable to parent company shareholders

　Acquisition of treasury stock

　Disposition of treasury stocks

　Reversal of revaluation reserve for land

　Net changes in items other than shareholders’ equity

Total amount of changes during the year

Balance at end of the year

7,783

9

9

7,793

3,863

− 48

− 48

3,814

1,541

− 2,060

− 2,060

− 519

− 63

− 105

− 105

− 168

7,166

− 3,814

− 3,814

3,352

5,973

− 828

− 828

5,144

1,824

− 1,599

− 1,599

225

81,094

− 2,300

− 710

− 5,000

23

48

− 4,642

− 12,580

68,514

50,248

− 2,300

− 710

48

− 2,961

47,286

− 1,703

− 5,000

14

− 4,985

− 6,688

67,955

− 2,300

− 710

− 5,000

23

48

− 7,938

60,017

Items

79,556

34,294

113,851

39,065

6,271

45,337

11,626

7,793

47,286

‒ 6,688

60,017

3,352

5,144

68,514

113,851

March 31, 
2018

March 31, 
2019

87,252

38,516

125,769

39,292

5,381

44,674

11,626

7,783

50,248

‒ 1,703

67,955

7,166

5,973

81,094

125,769

Units: million yen

Assets

Total assets

Liabilities

 

Net assets

Total liabilities and net assets

Current assets

Non-current assets

Current liabilities

Non-current liabilities

Total liabilities

Shareholders’ equity

Total shareholders’ equity

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Minority interests

Total net assets

Common stock

Capital surplus

Retained earnings

Treasury stock

Units: million yenSummary of consolidated income statement

Items

82,980
59,500
23,480
19,718
3,761
1,048

897
3,912

13
9

3,917
852
145

2,919
471

2,447

88,452
68,551
19,900
20,489
– 588
1,073

655
– 170

702
142
390
884
425

– 919
– 209
– 710

Net sales
Cost of sales
   Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses
   Operating income or operating loss ( – )
Non-operating income
Non-operating expenses
   Ordinary income or ordinary loss ( – )
Special gains
Special losses
Income before income tax and minority interests
Current income tax
Deferred income tax
Income before minority interests
Net income or net loss (–) attributable to non-controlling shareholders
Net income or net loss (–) attributable to parent company shareholders
 

Year ended 
March 31, 2018

Year ended 
March 31, 2019

Units: million yenSummary of consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash 
and cash equivalents

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Items
Year ended 

March 31, 2018
Year ended 

March 31, 2019

Shareholders’ equity Accumulated other comprehensive income
Minor

interests
Total

net assetsCommon
stock

Capital
surplus

Retained
earnings

Treasury
stock,
at cost

Revaluation
 gain on land

Total
shareholders’

equity

Foreign
currency

translation
adjustments

Remeasure-
ments

of defined
benefit plans

Total
accumulated

other
comprehensive

income

Net unrealized
holding

gain on other
securities

Units: million yen

*） Partial Amendments to Accounting Standard for Tax Effect Accounting” have been applied from the 
beginning of the year ended March 31, 2019, and the figures of the year ended March 31, 2018 are 
those after retrospective application.

3,135

− 186

− 6,754

− 674

− 4,480

25,279

20,799

− 629

− 1,049

− 1,388

− 55

− 3,123

28,403

25,279



Together with Stakeholders

Together with shareholders and investors

Summary of consolidated balance sheet
Assets
Decreased by 11.918 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in current assets 
by 7.695 billion yen due to a decrease in cash and deposits 
associated with acquisition of treasury stock, a decrease in 
notes and accounts receivable and other factors, and a 
decrease in non-current assets by 4.222 billion yen due to 
a decrease in investment securities and other factors.

Liabilities
Increased by 0.662 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in current liabilities 
by 0.227 billion yen due to a decrease in long-term 
borrowings to be paid back within a year and accounts 
payable and other factors, and an increase in non-current 
liabilities by 0.890 billion yen due to an increase in 
long-term borrowings and other factors.

Net assets
Decreased by 12.580 billion yen compared with the end of 
previous term, as a result of a decrease in shareholder’s 
equity by 7.938 billion yen due to accounting net loss 
attributable to parent company shareholders, performing 
payment for purchases of treasury stock, and other factors, 
and a decrease in accumulated other comprehensive 
income and non-controlling interests by 4.642 billion yen in 
total.

Increased by 3.764 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including a decrease in income before income 
tax and minority interests and a decrease in sales credit.

Cash flows from operating activities

Increased by 0.862 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including a decrease in expenses by acquisition 
of non-current assets and an increase in income by sale of 
investment securities.

Cash flows from investing activities

Decreased by 5.365 billion yen compared with the previous term 
because of factors including an increase in expenses on payment 
for purchases of treasury stock and payment for dividends.

Cash flows from financing activities

Decreased by 4.480 billion yen compared with the end of previous 
term.

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Although the global economy in this term saw rising 
uncertainty due to various factors including the US-China 
trade friction and further deepening political turmoil in 
Europe, none of the risks materialized and their effects 
were limited. Amid such a situation, the American market 
remained bullish and the European economy transitioned 
stably. As a result, overall, a trend of moderate growth has 
been maintained.

As for the economic environment around CMP Group, in its 
mainstay marine paints segment, the shipbuilding and 
marine transportation markets exhibited a sense of 
bottoming out backed by the improvement in tonnage 
supply-demand balance and steady marine transportation. 
The demand for paints has also been in a gradual recovery 
trend, but it didn’t quite raise the sale prices of paints. In the 
container paints segment, the production volume of 
container boxes increased mainly in China and the demand 
for paints expanded, but price competition has intensified. 
Meanwhile, soaring raw material prices primarily attributable 
to the rise of crude oil price affected the company for which, 
in general, severe business environment continued.

Under such a situation, CMP Group promoted aggressive 
sales activities and secured increased revenue in all of its 
business regions and in each segment of marine, industrial 
and container paints. Meanwhile, regarding profit and loss, 
the manufacturing cost substantially increased, greatly 
affected by soaring raw material prices while sales prices of 
paints remaining sluggish. To address that, CMP worked on 
reduction of costs and expenses and made efforts on 
optimization of sales prices for some products, but these 
initiatives couldn’t offset the increase in the cost.

As a result of the above, CMP Group’s net sales in this term 
were 88.452 billion yen (Year on Year 6.6% increase), 
operating loss was 0.588 billion yen (operating income of 
3.761 billion yen in the previous term), ordinary loss was 
0.170 billion yen (ordinary income of 3.912 billion yen in the 
previous term), and net loss attributable to parent company 
shareholders was 0.710 billion yen (net income attributable 
to parent company shareholders of 2.447 billion yen in the 
previous term).

       

Increased by 5.471 billion yen compared with the previous 
term, affected by expansion of the sales of container paints in 
China, in addition to the growth of mainstay marine paint sales 
backed by the improved tonnage demand and steady marine 
transportation.

Net sales

Decreased by 4.350 billion yen compared with the previous 
term because of factors including a significant increase in cost 
rates due to soaring raw material prices and intensifying price 
competition, resulting in an operating loss.

Operating income

Decreased by 3.157 billion yen compared with the previous 
term because of factors including the deteriorating operating 
profit and loss balance, resulting in a net loss.

Net income attributable to parent company shareholders
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Together with Stakeholders

Together with employees

CMP has a re-employment system for employees who reached 
the age of 60, the age of retirement, to continue working up to 
65 years of age. Through this system, CMP intends to transfer 
veteran’s technical know-how and techniques to younger 
generations and utilizes the accumulated knowledge. In fiscal 
year 2018, nine employees reached the age of retirement, and 
seven of them used this system to continue working at CMP.

We are promoting and managing health and safety in 
compliance with the Industrial Safety and Health Act. The 
beautif ication of the working places in our factories is 
considered a particular starting point and all factory personnel 
have joined in pursuing activities with the five themes of 
arrangement, orderliness, cleaning, cleanliness and discipline. 
Furthermore, as environmental cleanliness benchmarks, we 
measure the concentration of airborne organic solvents, 
ventilation, lighting, noise and room temperature at the work 
place periodically.

In FY2018, the number of accidents accompanied by lost 
worktime off from work was 0 and that not accompanied by lost 
worktime was 3. The accidents were caused by heatstroke, 
falling from a lift stand, and cutting during work. Relevant 
measures and information on the accidents were shared 
among CMP Group.
CMP will ensure implementation of measures against rash. 
Based on the basic concept of human life first, aiming at 
realizing zero personal injuries, CMP encourages all its group 
companies to maintain high awareness of safety on a daily 
basis. Specifically, we are working on reviewing of work 
procedures based on the Coatings Care Action Guideline to 
prioritize the safety and health of employees, customers and 
local residents as well as the environmental protection, giving 
education and training, and also establishing systems for 
checking the validity of these initiatives.

Additionally, work injuries, accidents and near miss cases that 
occurred at each business site are investigated at the Central 
Safety & Health Committee for the causes, and measures are 
distributed throughout the company.

To maintain safe working condition at unit working places 
where Ordinance on Prevention of Organic Solvent Poisoning 
or Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards Due to Dust are 
applied, measuring in compliance to the Working Environment 
Measurements Law is conducted every year. Regarding noise 
in unit work places classified as Controlling Class-2, ear 
plugging is mandated to maintain lower noise load on 
individuals.
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CMP provides training for managers to increase their 
awareness and develop an appropriate company culture as well 
as information on external service contacts for “mental health 
counseling,” including health insurance societies which 
individual employees can consult. Additionally, CMP conducted 
mental health checks for CMP Group members. Kyushu 
Factory set a Radio Gymnastics Week in September as part of 
its “Mental and Physical Health Promotion Activities”.

CMP has been actively conducting education and training by 
job type or position as well as training for all employees, in 
addition to training of new graduates. In fiscal year 2018, CMP 
conducted training focusing on target control, sexual 
harassment and power harassment (workplace bullying) and 
coaching for personnel newly appointed to managerial positions 
as well as logical presentation training as stratified training. 
Additionally, CMP conducted work safety training, careless miss 
prevention training and training on electrostatic discharge 
especially for Production HQ and Technical HQ staffs.

The work regulations have been amended to reflect CMP’s 
determination on prevention of harassment in workplaces. 
CMP has a consultation contact point to respond to relevant 
inquiries and complaints. In addition, harassment prevention 
training is periodically conducted for all CMP employees.

For the purpose of helping disabled persons with gaining 
independence through employment, CMP has an agreement 
with a farm management company in Kashiwa, Chiba 
Prefecture, and employs disabled persons. Harvested 
vegetables grown by them are given to CMP employees. CMP 
will continue this initiative in the future.

MP places the highest priority on the health and safety of its 
employees for creating comfortable working environments. 
Each establ ishment works on heal th management of  
employees according to the advice from industrial physicians, 
by periodically holding health and safety committee and 
deploying health supervisors. 
As measures against heatstroke, factories in Japan took 
various initiatives including: shifting the work starting time to 
ea r l i e r  t ime  i n  t he  morn ing  t o  reduce  wo rk  du r i ng  
high-temperature time of day; installing more fans; handing out 
salt candies, drinking water, etc. to their employees; installing 
thermometers with wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT) to 
indicate the risk of heatstroke; installing devices to blow air into 
clothing to reduce the “feels like” temperature; spraying water 
onto the asphalt; and, installing refrigerators near workplaces.
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Benefits

Health Care Occupational Safety and Health

CMP provides a working environment where employees can 
balance working with their family life. We have established 
action plans on the basis of the “Law to Promote Measures to 
Support the Development of the Next Generation” so that 
workers can select different working styles matching their needs 
of the various life styles. In the case of Child or Family Care 
Leave, CMP has set up a system where workers can manage 
both working and child-care or nursing-care. In fiscal 2018, the 
number of employees who took child care leave was 2.

Support of the Development of the Next Generation
(Child Care Leave, Family Care Leave)

In addition to annual paid holidays, CMP provides an 
“Accumulated paid holiday system” (for medical leave, 
volunteering, nursing, etc.) and a “Refresh vacation system” for 
longtime employees. Recreation facilities of CMP are spread in 
Hakone, Atami, and Toba, and employees visit and enjoy them 
in various ways.

Benefits Program

CMP has the labor union and participates in its upper tier 
union, the Japan Federation of Energy and Chemistry Workers 
Unions. In this way labor and management maintain a 
harmonious favorable relationship which has been cultivated 
for a long time.

Labor-Management Relations

An Automated External Defibrillators (AED) is a device that 
restores normal heart rhythm by sending an electric shock 
when the heart loses a pump 
function to circulate blood. CMP 
promotes switchover to the latest 
AEDs and give a lecture to its 
employees about how to use 
AEDs.

Installation of AED (Automated External
Defibrillators)

Sites covered: CMP and subsidiaries & contractors in the company
premise (within Japan)

Occupational Accidents at Work-place (Frequency
of Accidents) and Frequency Rate of Accident

Number of accidents without lost working time
Number of accidents with lost working time

(*) Calendar year values from the “Chemical Industry” section of Survey on 
Industrial Accidents by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.

Number of accidents that require time off from work per one million working hours

Frequency rate of accident / CMP (financial year)
Frequency rate of accident / chemical industry average (calendar year)



Together with Stakeholders

Together with employees

CMP has a re-employment system for employees who reached 
the age of 60, the age of retirement, to continue working up to 
65 years of age. Through this system, CMP intends to transfer 
veteran’s technical know-how and techniques to younger 
generations and utilizes the accumulated knowledge. In fiscal 
year 2018, nine employees reached the age of retirement, and 
seven of them used this system to continue working at CMP.

We are promoting and managing health and safety in 
compliance with the Industrial Safety and Health Act. The 
beautif ication of the working places in our factories is 
considered a particular starting point and all factory personnel 
have joined in pursuing activities with the five themes of 
arrangement, orderliness, cleaning, cleanliness and discipline. 
Furthermore, as environmental cleanliness benchmarks, we 
measure the concentration of airborne organic solvents, 
ventilation, lighting, noise and room temperature at the work 
place periodically.

In FY2018, the number of accidents accompanied by lost 
worktime off from work was 0 and that not accompanied by lost 
worktime was 3. The accidents were caused by heatstroke, 
falling from a lift stand, and cutting during work. Relevant 
measures and information on the accidents were shared 
among CMP Group.
CMP will ensure implementation of measures against rash. 
Based on the basic concept of human life first, aiming at 
realizing zero personal injuries, CMP encourages all its group 
companies to maintain high awareness of safety on a daily 
basis. Specifically, we are working on reviewing of work 
procedures based on the Coatings Care Action Guideline to 
prioritize the safety and health of employees, customers and 
local residents as well as the environmental protection, giving 
education and training, and also establishing systems for 
checking the validity of these initiatives.

Additionally, work injuries, accidents and near miss cases that 
occurred at each business site are investigated at the Central 
Safety & Health Committee for the causes, and measures are 
distributed throughout the company.

To maintain safe working condition at unit working places 
where Ordinance on Prevention of Organic Solvent Poisoning 
or Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards Due to Dust are 
applied, measuring in compliance to the Working Environment 
Measurements Law is conducted every year. Regarding noise 
in unit work places classified as Controlling Class-2, ear 
plugging is mandated to maintain lower noise load on 
individuals.
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CMP provides training for managers to increase their 
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as information on external service contacts for “mental health 
counseling,” including health insurance societies which 
individual employees can consult. Additionally, CMP conducted 
mental health checks for CMP Group members. Kyushu 
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will continue this initiative in the future.
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clothing to reduce the “feels like” temperature; spraying water 
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action plans on the basis of the “Law to Promote Measures to 
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workers can select different working styles matching their needs 
of the various life styles. In the case of Child or Family Care 
Leave, CMP has set up a system where workers can manage 
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　Coatings Care activities

Environmental Management
Self-imposed control to protect environment, safety and health

ISO14001 とは？

We are establishing an environmental management system 
to reduce the environmental impact which may be 
generated from our production, development and products 
and have obtained an ISO 14001 certificate as shown 
below. All of CMP and its group companies will continue to 
be actively involved in activities to reduce the environmental 
load.

中国塗料株式会社 滋賀事業所
中国塗料株式会社 九州工場
CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.
TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.
P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA 

日本

韓国

タイ

インドネシア国際標準化機構（ISO）が定めた「組織が環境に与
える負荷（影響）を常に低減するように配慮し、継
続的に改善するための組織的な仕組み（環境マネ
ジメントシステム：EMS）の国際規格のことです。

※ISO9001の取得情報については14頁に掲載しています。

CMPグループのISO14001認証取得状況

Coatings Care is the self-imposed voluntary initiative 
proposed and advocated by the International Paint & 
Printing Ink Industry Council (IPPIC) and The Japan Paint 
Manufacturers Association to protect the environment, 
safety, and health at all stages of chemical processing, 
from their development right through to manufacturing, 
transportation usage and their disposal. 

CMP declared participating in Coatings Care (a program to 
protect the environment, safety and health) in 2001, and 
has since promoted various activities along with the policy.

What is the Coatings Care?

(1, April, 2019)

Basic Policies to Secure Environmental Protection and Ensure Human Safety & Health Organizational Chart to Promote Coatings Care 

ISO14001

CMP conducts seminars and training of Internal auditors according 
to the plan in order for improving the environmental management 
system.

CMP encourages its staff to obtain the qualification for 
environmental preservation such as pollution control manager and 
dangerous object handler, and our staff obtain such qualification in 
a planned manner.

CMP conducts environmental seminars and trainings under
its program.

Energy-saving activities

Accidents and risks of dangerous goods

Leak accidents

Static electricity

Environmental education and training

Training of Internal environmental auditors

Official qualification regarding the environment

Environmental education and training

Action GuidelineBasic Principle

To conduct business activities reducing the loading on the 
environment and maintaining harmony with it, as well as 
considering safety and health.

Based on the fundamental policies of the Coatings Care 
Action Guideline, safe and hygienic equipment, operation 
methods and management methods are established in 
order to eliminate industrial injuries and occupational 
diseases due to toxic substances. Operation methods are 
properly improved through mechanization etc. in order to 
eliminate severe duties such as heavy labor. Health 

Based on the basic policy of promoting Coatings Care, 
CMP will propel biodiversity preservation-conscious 
activities in accordance with the principle of “sustainable 

Environmental preservation activities

Safety and health maintenance activitiesBasic Policies

To comply with the law and regulations regarding 
the environment, safety and health. 

To promote our business activities through all the 
steps from the development of our products to their 
disposal, not only keeping in mind the 
environment, safety and health, but also resource 
conservation.

To develop and improve the products and 
technologies that are eco-friendly and safe to the 
global environment.

To consider the environment, safety and health of 
our employees and local residents through our 
business process of production, operation and 
distribution, as well as to promote the reduction of 
the environmental loading and waste products, 
resource conservation and recycling.

To shift to eco-friendly products and provide 
information and give advice to customers 
regarding the safe use and handling of our 
products in respect of the environment, safety and 
health in product markets.

To widely disclose information to the government 
and the local community regarding our products 
and operations.

To promote Coatings Care, CMP sets up committees and associated organization to promote Coatings Care in Japan.

Coatings Care Committee

Technology Meeting
Central Safety

and Health
Committee

Environmental
Management 

Committee
Energy Management

Committee
Across-The-Company 

Joint Meeting

Committee Chair: Chief of Production Headquarter
Secretariat: 

Market related Environment
Protection and Safety

(Sales & Marketing section)

Environment, Safety
and Health Protection
(Production section)

Product related Environmental
and Safety Protection
(Technology section)

Executive Energy Supervisor
Energy Control and Planning Promoter

Committee Members
Secretariat

To promote the use of environmental products

To deal with SDS

To deal with PL Claims

To deal with PRTR

Public Relations

To reduce environmental load 
(reducing energy consumption and industrial 
wastes, increasing recycling resources) 
To secure safety and health
To comply with laws and regulations

Reduction of use of the harmful raw materials
To reduce harmful air pollutants 
(volatile organic compounds)

To reduce use of designated harmful 
chemical substance

To promote actions to protect environment, safety and health
To coordinate summarizing and finalizing activity policies, 
action plans and accomplishments
To assess activity accomplishments

Safety and Health Committee
at each business site

Status Report of ISO 14001 Registration 

*ISO 9001 Registration: page 14

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS, LTD. 
    Shiga Factory & Technical Center(Shiga) 
CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS, LTD. 
    Kyushu Factory 
CHUGOKU SAMHWA PAINTS, LTD.
TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS CO., LTD.
PT. CHUGOKU PAINTS INDONESIA 

Japan

Korea
Thailand

Indonesia

Status of
implementation



　Coatings Care activities

Environmental Management
Self-imposed control to protect environment, safety and health

ISO14001 とは？

We are establishing an environmental management system 
to reduce the environmental impact which may be 
generated from our production, development and products 
and have obtained an ISO 14001 certificate as shown 
below. All of CMP and its group companies will continue to 
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load.
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from their development right through to manufacturing, 
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has since promoted various activities along with the policy.
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CMP conducts seminars and training of Internal auditors according 
to the plan in order for improving the environmental management 
system.

CMP encourages its staff to obtain the qualification for 
environmental preservation such as pollution control manager and 
dangerous object handler, and our staff obtain such qualification in 
a planned manner.

CMP conducts environmental seminars and trainings under
its program.
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Action GuidelineBasic Principle

To conduct business activities reducing the loading on the 
environment and maintaining harmony with it, as well as 
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Based on the fundamental policies of the Coatings Care 
Action Guideline, safe and hygienic equipment, operation 
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regarding the safe use and handling of our 
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To widely disclose information to the government 
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Coatings Care activities

Plans to deal with Environment, Safety and Health Issues

Major Actions

Chemicals control

Logistics safety

Common items

Environmental preservation

Product safety

● Energy consumption per unit improved by 5% compared with fiscal 2014 in 
the manufacturing section but deteriorated by 2% in the administration and 
research sections . Average 5-year energy consumption per unit change 
was 99.5% on a company-wide basis.

● Standardized electricity consumption per unit improved by 4% compared 
with fiscal 2014 in the manufacturing section but deteriorated by 2% in the 
administration and research sections. Average 5-year energy consumption 
per unit change was 99.6% on a company-wide basis.

● Energy consumption per unit during transportation improved by 0.2% on a 
YoY basis, and the average 5-year energy consumption per unit change 
from fiscal 2014 to 2018 was 100.8%.

● Estimated fluorocarbons leakage amount was less than 1000 t-CO2
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Page 44

Page 19

Page 43

Page 43

Industrial safety and health

Disaster prevention

Environmental preservation

Prevention of industrial accidents

Formation of recycling society
● The number of waste cans was reduced by switching to the use of IBC.
● Generation of industrial wastes other than those recycled was increased by 6% 

compared with fiscal 2016.
● Conversion to valuables was promoted.
● Efforts on effective use of water were made by adjusting the automatic water 

supply rate of equipment.
● Indirectly contributed to preservation of forest resources by using flip side of 

copier paper, separate disposal of waste paper, and green purchasing.

Creation of comfortable workplaces

・ Achievement of zero accidents regarding safety management
• Strengthening of disaster prevention system and maintenance and improvement 

of its functions
• Enhancement of equipment inspection
• Enhancement and enrichment of work safety training

• Documentation and review of emergency measure plans
• Use of rapid information gathering tool in disasters
• Aseismic reinforcement
• Reexamination of emergency facilities and survival supplies

• Promotion of reduction of wastes to be disposed of by an external entity (3% 
reduction compared with fiscal 2016)

• Promotion of 3R (reduction, reuse and recycling of wastes)
• Effective use of water resources (saving water, etc.)
• Preservation of forest resources (reduction of use of copier paper)

Disaster preparedness

Health promotion of employees

● Accidents that required no time off from work: 3 cases. 
● 5S activities are carried out at factories every week.
● Information on other factories are shared to prevent similar injuries and accidents.
● Obligation of use of fall-prevention safety belts for workers at high places due to 

amendment of the Industrial Safety and Health Act was complied.

● Staffs’ awareness was raised by providing information concerning adult 
lifestyle-related diseases 

● Mental health checks were conducted.
● Information on external service contacts for mental health counseling was provided.

● List of emergency contact numbers was updated when necessary.
● Aseismic reinforcement measures were taken where needed.
● Emergency kits with expiry date were periodically replaced with new ones.

● Conducted as required. 

● Implementation of various disaster drills

● The number of accidents regarding safety management was 8.
● Measures against electrostatic discharge are implemented as required.
● Equipment inspection was conducted according to the annual plan.
● Information on other factories are shared to eradicate similar accidents.
● Work safety training was conducted according to the annual plan.
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● Environmental incidents: 0 case 
● Inspection of drainage pipes and measuring devices was performed.

● The rate of green products in the purchased amount was 61%.
● Green procurement was promoted by appealing to raw material manufacturers.

Sites covered: CMP and subsidiaries & contractors in the company premise (within Japan)
Achievement evaluation                      : Achieved                : Almost achieved           : More effort required

In order to further strengthen its activities toward the environment, safety and health, CMP reviewed its targets at this year’s meeting of the Coatings Care Committee.

2018 - Target - 2018 - Results -

2018 - Target - 2018 - Results -

・Achievement of zero industrial accident
• Reinforcement of instructions on safety management (enhancement of 

daily safety activities (e.g., 5S activities), promotion of education and 
training, confirmation of maintenance and observance on manuals)

• Thorough training on handling of chemicals and ensured wearing of 
protective equipment

• Implementation of work environment measurement and improvement 
of work environment

• Prevention and measures against lifestyle-related diseases
• Promotion of mental health maintenance measures
• Support for additional examination items associated with amendment of related 

laws and regulations

● Work environment measurement was conducted.
● Efforts were made on improving work environment.
● Safety training on handling raw materials was conducted for staffs in charge of 

manufacturing.

Prevention of accidents regarding safety maintenance

Risk management
• Implementation of various disaster drills

Proper compliance with tightened laws and regulations
• Apprehension of the trend of environmental regulations without delay 

and assured compliance

Prevention of environmental contamination
accidents and troubles

• Eradication of similar accidents
• Enhancement of pipe inspection and wastewater management

• Promotion of green procurement for non-manufacturing materials and products 
such as office supplies

• Promotion of green procurement for raw materials and other materials

Reduction of environmental burden in procurement

Measures against global warming
• Promotion of energy saving

Reduce energy consumption per unit or electricity demand rating per 
unit by 4% compared with fiscal 2014

• Promotion of energy saving in logistics
Reduce energy consumption per unit during transportation by 5% per 5 
years

• Promotion of use of new energy and renewable energy
• Rationalization of use of fluorocarbons and optimization of their control

• Prevention of air pollution (reduced emissions of PRTR-registered substances, 
VOC, etc.)

• Prevention of water pollution
• Prevention of soil pollution
• Reduction of hazardous substance content in paints (compared with fiscal 2016)

• Thorough proper management of wastes  (inspection of wates disposal 
contractors)

Prevention of pollution

1. To reduce T,X,EB (Toluene, Xylene and Ethyl benzene) by 1%
2. To reduce lead and chromium by 1%
3. To reduce endocrine disrupting chemicals by 1%
4. To maintain tar at 0%

● Emissions of PRTR-registered substances to the air were reduced by 0.4% 
compared with the previous fiscal year.

● Emissions of air pollutants and water pollutants were controlled.
● The content rate of hazardous substances in products sold were as below, 

and targets were achieved for all.

● Inspection of wates disposal contractors was made.

T,X,EB: Reduced  2% compared to FY2016  20.5%      20.2%
Lead and chromium:
             Reduced by 95% compared to FY2016  0.00244%       0.00013%
Endocrine disrupting chemicals:
             Reduced  by 54% compared to FY2016  0.059%      0.027%
Tar:      Maintained tar at 0%

 • Stated in product labels, product manuals, etc.

Thorough apprehension, communication and 
evaluation of product safety information ● Necessary information was appropriatery included in product manuals and 

displayd on product labels.

• Apprehension of the amendment trend of laws and regulations without delay and 
assured compliance

Compliance with related laws and regulations
● System operation and consideration on improvement were conducted.

• Compliance with regulations and maintenance of a system were continued

Promotion of compliance with related laws　　　　　　　　　　
and regulations in Japan and overseas

Minimization of risk for chemicals
● SDS complying with laws and regulations are prepared and issued.

• Implementation of risk assessment for raw materials handled

• Implementation of management supervision and training for carriers and 
termination of use of non-conforming carriers

• Preparation and revision of emergency measures and support system procedures 
for accidents

Prevention of accidents and disasters related to logistics
● Instruction for emergencies described in an emergency contact card (“yellow card”) 

was given to all drivers.
● Training of carriers was conducted as required.

● Employees participated in cleaning activities hosted by the government and local 
events.

● Donations were made to the Green Fund, local festivals, etc.
● Support was provided to sport events, etc.
● Social and Environmental Report 2018 was issued.

Vitalization of Coatings Care activities ● Information sharing was conducted by continual holding of Coatings 
Care Committee meetings (held twice).

Promotion of communication with local residents and 
community
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Coatings Care activities

Plans to deal with Environment, Safety and Health Issues

Major Actions

Chemicals control

Logistics safety

Common items

Environmental preservation

Product safety

● Energy consumption per unit improved by 5% compared with fiscal 2014 in 
the manufacturing section but deteriorated by 2% in the administration and 
research sections . Average 5-year energy consumption per unit change 
was 99.5% on a company-wide basis.

● Standardized electricity consumption per unit improved by 4% compared 
with fiscal 2014 in the manufacturing section but deteriorated by 2% in the 
administration and research sections. Average 5-year energy consumption 
per unit change was 99.6% on a company-wide basis.

● Energy consumption per unit during transportation improved by 0.2% on a 
YoY basis, and the average 5-year energy consumption per unit change 
from fiscal 2014 to 2018 was 100.8%.

● Estimated fluorocarbons leakage amount was less than 1000 t-CO2
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Industrial safety and health

Disaster prevention

Environmental preservation

Prevention of industrial accidents

Formation of recycling society
● The number of waste cans was reduced by switching to the use of IBC.
● Generation of industrial wastes other than those recycled was increased by 6% 

compared with fiscal 2016.
● Conversion to valuables was promoted.
● Efforts on effective use of water were made by adjusting the automatic water 

supply rate of equipment.
● Indirectly contributed to preservation of forest resources by using flip side of 

copier paper, separate disposal of waste paper, and green purchasing.

Creation of comfortable workplaces

・ Achievement of zero accidents regarding safety management
• Strengthening of disaster prevention system and maintenance and improvement 

of its functions
• Enhancement of equipment inspection
• Enhancement and enrichment of work safety training

• Documentation and review of emergency measure plans
• Use of rapid information gathering tool in disasters
• Aseismic reinforcement
• Reexamination of emergency facilities and survival supplies

• Promotion of reduction of wastes to be disposed of by an external entity (3% 
reduction compared with fiscal 2016)

• Promotion of 3R (reduction, reuse and recycling of wastes)
• Effective use of water resources (saving water, etc.)
• Preservation of forest resources (reduction of use of copier paper)

Disaster preparedness

Health promotion of employees

● Accidents that required no time off from work: 3 cases. 
● 5S activities are carried out at factories every week.
● Information on other factories are shared to prevent similar injuries and accidents.
● Obligation of use of fall-prevention safety belts for workers at high places due to 

amendment of the Industrial Safety and Health Act was complied.

● Staffs’ awareness was raised by providing information concerning adult 
lifestyle-related diseases 

● Mental health checks were conducted.
● Information on external service contacts for mental health counseling was provided.

● List of emergency contact numbers was updated when necessary.
● Aseismic reinforcement measures were taken where needed.
● Emergency kits with expiry date were periodically replaced with new ones.

● Conducted as required. 

● Implementation of various disaster drills

● The number of accidents regarding safety management was 8.
● Measures against electrostatic discharge are implemented as required.
● Equipment inspection was conducted according to the annual plan.
● Information on other factories are shared to eradicate similar accidents.
● Work safety training was conducted according to the annual plan.
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● Environmental incidents: 0 case 
● Inspection of drainage pipes and measuring devices was performed.

● The rate of green products in the purchased amount was 61%.
● Green procurement was promoted by appealing to raw material manufacturers.

Sites covered: CMP and subsidiaries & contractors in the company premise (within Japan)
Achievement evaluation                      : Achieved                : Almost achieved           : More effort required

In order to further strengthen its activities toward the environment, safety and health, CMP reviewed its targets at this year’s meeting of the Coatings Care Committee.

2018 - Target - 2018 - Results -

2018 - Target - 2018 - Results -

・Achievement of zero industrial accident
• Reinforcement of instructions on safety management (enhancement of 

daily safety activities (e.g., 5S activities), promotion of education and 
training, confirmation of maintenance and observance on manuals)

• Thorough training on handling of chemicals and ensured wearing of 
protective equipment

• Implementation of work environment measurement and improvement 
of work environment

• Prevention and measures against lifestyle-related diseases
• Promotion of mental health maintenance measures
• Support for additional examination items associated with amendment of related 

laws and regulations

● Work environment measurement was conducted.
● Efforts were made on improving work environment.
● Safety training on handling raw materials was conducted for staffs in charge of 

manufacturing.

Prevention of accidents regarding safety maintenance

Risk management
• Implementation of various disaster drills

Proper compliance with tightened laws and regulations
• Apprehension of the trend of environmental regulations without delay 

and assured compliance

Prevention of environmental contamination
accidents and troubles

• Eradication of similar accidents
• Enhancement of pipe inspection and wastewater management

• Promotion of green procurement for non-manufacturing materials and products 
such as office supplies

• Promotion of green procurement for raw materials and other materials

Reduction of environmental burden in procurement

Measures against global warming
• Promotion of energy saving

Reduce energy consumption per unit or electricity demand rating per 
unit by 4% compared with fiscal 2014

• Promotion of energy saving in logistics
Reduce energy consumption per unit during transportation by 5% per 5 
years

• Promotion of use of new energy and renewable energy
• Rationalization of use of fluorocarbons and optimization of their control

• Prevention of air pollution (reduced emissions of PRTR-registered substances, 
VOC, etc.)

• Prevention of water pollution
• Prevention of soil pollution
• Reduction of hazardous substance content in paints (compared with fiscal 2016)

• Thorough proper management of wastes  (inspection of wates disposal 
contractors)

Prevention of pollution

1. To reduce T,X,EB (Toluene, Xylene and Ethyl benzene) by 1%
2. To reduce lead and chromium by 1%
3. To reduce endocrine disrupting chemicals by 1%
4. To maintain tar at 0%

● Emissions of PRTR-registered substances to the air were reduced by 0.4% 
compared with the previous fiscal year.

● Emissions of air pollutants and water pollutants were controlled.
● The content rate of hazardous substances in products sold were as below, 

and targets were achieved for all.

● Inspection of wates disposal contractors was made.

T,X,EB: Reduced  2% compared to FY2016  20.5%      20.2%
Lead and chromium:
             Reduced by 95% compared to FY2016  0.00244%       0.00013%
Endocrine disrupting chemicals:
             Reduced  by 54% compared to FY2016  0.059%      0.027%
Tar:      Maintained tar at 0%

 • Stated in product labels, product manuals, etc.

Thorough apprehension, communication and 
evaluation of product safety information ● Necessary information was appropriatery included in product manuals and 

displayd on product labels.

• Apprehension of the amendment trend of laws and regulations without delay and 
assured compliance

Compliance with related laws and regulations
● System operation and consideration on improvement were conducted.

• Compliance with regulations and maintenance of a system were continued

Promotion of compliance with related laws　　　　　　　　　　
and regulations in Japan and overseas

Minimization of risk for chemicals
● SDS complying with laws and regulations are prepared and issued.

• Implementation of risk assessment for raw materials handled

• Implementation of management supervision and training for carriers and 
termination of use of non-conforming carriers

• Preparation and revision of emergency measures and support system procedures 
for accidents

Prevention of accidents and disasters related to logistics
● Instruction for emergencies described in an emergency contact card (“yellow card”) 

was given to all drivers.
● Training of carriers was conducted as required.

● Employees participated in cleaning activities hosted by the government and local 
events.

● Donations were made to the Green Fund, local festivals, etc.
● Support was provided to sport events, etc.
● Social and Environmental Report 2018 was issued.

Vitalization of Coatings Care activities ● Information sharing was conducted by continual holding of Coatings 
Care Committee meetings (held twice).

Promotion of communication with local residents and 
community
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Coatings Care activities

Material balance expresses the input of energy and resources in business activities and the output of products and environmentally 
hazardous substances generated due to such activities. CMP endeavors to understand the environmental burden of its business 
activities and to reduce environmentally hazardous substances.

Material Balance

CMP targets zero emission of industrial waste in order to 
promote a recycling-oriented society. CMP continues its effort 
of recycling and reutilization of industrial waste generated in 
the domestic and overseas affiliated companies which leads to 
the reduction of the amount of disposed industrial waste.

The severity of water scarcity is ever increasing all over the 
world, and the water issue is now recognized as a serious 
global problem. CMP Group endeavors to use water efficiently 
by properly managing wastewater from its factories. 

CMP sets and follows the following action targets.
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Material Balance Waste Reduction

Water usage

water consumption(1000m3) (m3/t)

Underground water
5%

Industrial water
94%

Tap water
1%

Total usage
1,025,000m2

FY 2018

water usage water consumption per production unit

Sites covered: Head Office and Sales Office cover Tokyo Head Office, Branches and Sales Offices in Japan. R&D, Paint Production 
and Transportation cover Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Technical Center (Otake), Technical Center (Shiga), Kobe Paints and Ohtake-Meishin Chemical.
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Raw Materials
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Water Resources
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Underground water

1,161kL

10,415MWh

116,590t

13,919t

21,215㎥

962,061㎥

56,172㎥

The schematic illustration below depicts the life cycle of paint products from collection of raw materials, manufacturing, painting and 
recycling to eventual disposal.
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(Shiga Factory)

Promoting resource recovery and 
reuse of industrial waste.

To reduce waste cans by using IBC system for 
product supply and recycling raw material drums
To reduce waste solvents by improving the 
cleaning process

To reuse waste solvents
To promote recycling resources utilizing flexible 
containerpackage in stead of paper bags

To reuse waste pallets as valuable resources
To use waste solvents as fuel

To properly separate wastes
To compact plastic wastes

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Kobe Paints 
and Ohtake-Meishin Chemical

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Kobe Paints 
and Ohtake-Meishin Chemical
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Coatings Care activities

Material balance expresses the input of energy and resources in business activities and the output of products and environmentally 
hazardous substances generated due to such activities. CMP endeavors to understand the environmental burden of its business 
activities and to reduce environmentally hazardous substances.

Material Balance

CMP targets zero emission of industrial waste in order to 
promote a recycling-oriented society. CMP continues its effort 
of recycling and reutilization of industrial waste generated in 
the domestic and overseas affiliated companies which leads to 
the reduction of the amount of disposed industrial waste.

The severity of water scarcity is ever increasing all over the 
world, and the water issue is now recognized as a serious 
global problem. CMP Group endeavors to use water efficiently 
by properly managing wastewater from its factories. 

CMP sets and follows the following action targets.
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Coatings Care activities
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Measures against global warming

Energy consumption in fiscal year 2018 was 82,356 GJ (YoY 
2% decrease) for all domestic business bases of CMP and 
69,929 GJ (YoY 0% change) for domestic affiliates. CO2 
emissions by all domestic business bases of CMP were 5,151 
t-CO2 (YoY 0% change) and that by domestic affiliates were 
4,589 t-CO2 (YoY 3% decrease). The energy consumption per 
production unit on a YoY basis was 97% for all domestic 
business bases of CMP and 103% for domestic affiliates.
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Transition of Energy Consumption

CO2 emissions from Scope 3 sources

Transition of CO2 emissions 

CMP’ s domestic business bases own about 330 pieces of such 
equipment, and the equipment is properly managed by 
observing the judgment criteria of administrator stipulated by 
the Japanese government. There was no case of estimated 
fluorocarbons leakage over 1000 t-CO2 in fiscal year 2018 at 
CMP.

CMP used to disclose a total of Scope 1 and Scope 2 CO2 

emissions associated with its business activities. However, as 
the importance to grasp CO2 emissions in the entire supply 
chain has risen, we started to calculate CO2 emissions 
throughout the supply chain (Scope 3) in fiscal 2012.

The values in the chart were experimentally calculated for 
non-consolidated basis conforming to the calculation method 
of the “Basic Guidelines on Accounting for Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Throughout the Supply Chain (ver. 2.3)” (Ministry of 
the Environment and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Government of Japan, December 2017).
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Energy-saving Activities in Transportation
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Transition of transportation volume  and CO2 emissions

Complying with Fluorocarbon Emission Control Law 

CO2 Emissions from Scope 3 Sources

CMP promotes energy-saving act iv i t ies at var ious 
worksites, including production sites, R&D sites, and 
offices. 

In fiscal year 2018, factories of CMP promoted changeover 
of mercury lamps to LED l ighting and upgrading of 
compressors.In addition, “Cool Biz” and the proper room 
temperature adjustment was encouraged at offices. Further, 
CMP carried out putting up of posters to increase the 
awareness of energy saving, such as thinning out of 
lighting, lowering of light levels without affecting daily 
operations, and turning unnecessary lights off during 
overtime work and recess.

Reducing the environmental load 

To reduce CO2 emissions during transportation, CMP promotes modal shifts and improvement in transportation efficiency. CMP and its 
group companies are switching their commercial vehicles to low fuel consumption vehicles. In fiscal 2018, 66% of the company’s 
commercial vehicles are low-pollusion cars. 

Energy consumption per unit in fiscal 2018 was decreased by 0.2% on a YoY basis. Average 5-year energy consumption per unit 
change compared with the reference year of fiscal 2014 was 100.8%, failing to achieve the target of average 1% reduction per year. 
CO2 emissions in fiscal 2018 were 4,475 tons (YoY 2% decrease).
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Measures against global warming

Energy consumption in fiscal year 2018 was 82,356 GJ (YoY 
2% decrease) for all domestic business bases of CMP and 
69,929 GJ (YoY 0% change) for domestic affiliates. CO2 
emissions by all domestic business bases of CMP were 5,151 
t-CO2 (YoY 0% change) and that by domestic affiliates were 
4,589 t-CO2 (YoY 3% decrease). The energy consumption per 
production unit on a YoY basis was 97% for all domestic 
business bases of CMP and 103% for domestic affiliates.
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emissions associated with its business activities. However, as 
the importance to grasp CO2 emissions in the entire supply 
chain has risen, we started to calculate CO2 emissions 
throughout the supply chain (Scope 3) in fiscal 2012.

The values in the chart were experimentally calculated for 
non-consolidated basis conforming to the calculation method 
of the “Basic Guidelines on Accounting for Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Throughout the Supply Chain (ver. 2.3)” (Ministry of 
the Environment and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Government of Japan, December 2017).
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To reduce CO2 emissions during transportation, CMP promotes modal shifts and improvement in transportation efficiency. CMP and its 
group companies are switching their commercial vehicles to low fuel consumption vehicles. In fiscal 2018, 66% of the company’s 
commercial vehicles are low-pollusion cars. 

Energy consumption per unit in fiscal 2018 was decreased by 0.2% on a YoY basis. Average 5-year energy consumption per unit 
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Coatings Care activities

Chemical substance management

Though chemical substances have made our society affluent, history has it that they brought some serious damage to humans 
and the environment in the past. Based on lessons learnt from such events, in recent years, establishment of laws and 
regulations for the purpose of proper management of chemical substances and protection of human health and the environment 
has been progressing globally. 

As a company that handles a wide range of chemical substances, CMP introduced its own chemical substance management 
system in 2008 and has since been conducting proper management of chemical substances. Through this system, information 
on the safety of raw materials, on relevant laws and regulations and on product design is processed into chemical information of 
product, which is then utilized in observing laws and regulations of respective countries, ensuring safety, and providing 
customers with necessary information in a prompt and appropriate manner.

What is SDS?

What is GHS?

The Industrial Safety and Health Act obligates business basses 
that deal with substances subject to issuance of SDS (673 
substances) to conduct risk assessment. CMP have appointed 
persons responsible of such risk assessment, and promotes 
assessment based on the control-banding method by the safety 
and health committees of each business base.

  

  

In fiscal 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 22 
tons in Japan (YoY 37% decrease) and 6 tons overseas (YoY 69% 
decrease). The content rate in the amount of products sold in 
Japan was 0.027%, achieving the target of 0.059%. The 
group-wide content rate was 0.012%, which was 0.012 percent 
points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.

In fiscal 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 0.1 
ton in Japan (YoY 93% decrease) and 80 tons overseas (YoY 16% 
decrease). The content rate in the amount of products sold in 
Japan was 0.00013%, achieving the target of 0.0024%. The 
group-wide content rate was 0.033%, which was 0.01 percent 
points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.

The amount used was 223 tons overseas (YoY 2% decrease). The 
content rate in the amount of products sold was 0.09%, which was 
0.01 percent points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.
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Harmful substances in the products sold

Risk Assessment of Chemical Substances

Reduction of Harmful SubstanceManagement of chemical substances

In fiscal year 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 
17,000 tons in Japan (YoY 0% change) and 21,000 tons overseas 
(YoY 11% increase). The content rate in the amount of products 
sold in Japan was 20%, achieving the target of 20%. The 
group-wide content rate was 16%, which was the same as the 
result in fiscal year 2017.

SDS ( Safety Data Sheet) describes the characteris-
tics and handling information of chemicals. In case 
the ownership of chemicals or products containing 
chemicals is transferred to another party, the SDS 
should be presented.

GHS, “Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of 
Chemicals” is an internationally agreed system to classify chemicals 
according to the kind and extent of hazard. Such classified information 
is displayed on labels for easy understanding and a SDS is provided. 

Product information

SDS(GHS compliant)

TDS（Technical Data Sheet / Product manual）

Labels(GHS compliant)

Law information for related country

Business Location information

PRTR data

Waste material data

Chemical substance information

Import of chemical substances and paints (preparation)

Export of chemical substances and paints (preparation)

Production of paints (preparation)

Shipment of paints (preparation)

Management system

Raw material / Procurement

Product quality control

Production

Sales

Use / Specification

Chemical information

Laws and regulations
information

Formula data

Product sales data

Exposure 
environment data

Quality Management System
(JIS Q 9001:2015)

CMP sets reduction target to use PRTR harmful substance and
promotes its reduction plan.
  

Reduction target

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory and overseas factories

Reduction in the toxic substance content rate (     ) in the amount of 
products manufactured at the Kyusyu Factory and the Shiga Factory 
(comparison to fiscal 2016)

Usage (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory)
Content Ratio (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory)

Usage (Overseas factories)
Content Ratio (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory and overseas factories)
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Coatings Care activities

Chemical substance management

Though chemical substances have made our society affluent, history has it that they brought some serious damage to humans 
and the environment in the past. Based on lessons learnt from such events, in recent years, establishment of laws and 
regulations for the purpose of proper management of chemical substances and protection of human health and the environment 
has been progressing globally. 

As a company that handles a wide range of chemical substances, CMP introduced its own chemical substance management 
system in 2008 and has since been conducting proper management of chemical substances. Through this system, information 
on the safety of raw materials, on relevant laws and regulations and on product design is processed into chemical information of 
product, which is then utilized in observing laws and regulations of respective countries, ensuring safety, and providing 
customers with necessary information in a prompt and appropriate manner.

What is SDS?

What is GHS?

The Industrial Safety and Health Act obligates business basses 
that deal with substances subject to issuance of SDS (673 
substances) to conduct risk assessment. CMP have appointed 
persons responsible of such risk assessment, and promotes 
assessment based on the control-banding method by the safety 
and health committees of each business base.

  

  

In fiscal 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 22 
tons in Japan (YoY 37% decrease) and 6 tons overseas (YoY 69% 
decrease). The content rate in the amount of products sold in 
Japan was 0.027%, achieving the target of 0.059%. The 
group-wide content rate was 0.012%, which was 0.012 percent 
points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.

In fiscal 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 0.1 
ton in Japan (YoY 93% decrease) and 80 tons overseas (YoY 16% 
decrease). The content rate in the amount of products sold in 
Japan was 0.00013%, achieving the target of 0.0024%. The 
group-wide content rate was 0.033%, which was 0.01 percent 
points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.

The amount used was 223 tons overseas (YoY 2% decrease). The 
content rate in the amount of products sold was 0.09%, which was 
0.01 percent points lower than the result in fiscal 2017.
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Harmful substances in the products sold

Risk Assessment of Chemical Substances

Reduction of Harmful SubstanceManagement of chemical substances

In fiscal year 2018, the total amount of these substances used was 
17,000 tons in Japan (YoY 0% change) and 21,000 tons overseas 
(YoY 11% increase). The content rate in the amount of products 
sold in Japan was 20%, achieving the target of 20%. The 
group-wide content rate was 16%, which was the same as the 
result in fiscal year 2017.

SDS ( Safety Data Sheet) describes the characteris-
tics and handling information of chemicals. In case 
the ownership of chemicals or products containing 
chemicals is transferred to another party, the SDS 
should be presented.

GHS, “Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of 
Chemicals” is an internationally agreed system to classify chemicals 
according to the kind and extent of hazard. Such classified information 
is displayed on labels for easy understanding and a SDS is provided. 

Product information

SDS(GHS compliant)

TDS（Technical Data Sheet / Product manual）

Labels(GHS compliant)

Law information for related country

Business Location information

PRTR data

Waste material data

Chemical substance information

Import of chemical substances and paints (preparation)

Export of chemical substances and paints (preparation)

Production of paints (preparation)

Shipment of paints (preparation)

Management system

Raw material / Procurement

Product quality control

Production

Sales

Use / Specification

Chemical information

Laws and regulations
information

Formula data

Product sales data

Exposure 
environment data

Quality Management System
(JIS Q 9001:2015)

CMP sets reduction target to use PRTR harmful substance and
promotes its reduction plan.
  

Reduction target

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory and overseas factories

Reduction in the toxic substance content rate (     ) in the amount of 
products manufactured at the Kyusyu Factory and the Shiga Factory 
(comparison to fiscal 2016)

Usage (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory)
Content Ratio (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory)

Usage (Overseas factories)
Content Ratio (Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory and overseas factories)
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Coatings Care activities

Waste water treatment facility  Oil leakage detector

23 among the 462 PRTR substances designated by the 
government became subjects of notification (according to the 
record of 2018) in 2019. Three substances of Xylene, Toluene and 
Ethyl benzene comprise 99.3% of the total emission to the air from 
CMP. Just as in 2017, no emission to the aquatic environment and 
soil was observed.      

PRTR law is enacted to encourage enterprises to conduct self-management and self-improvement to reduce negative impact of 
chemical substances. CMP engages in necessary actions through investigation of 462 substances designated by ordinance.
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Water-soluble zinc compound
Antimony and its compounds
Ethyl benzene
Xylene
Cumene
Chromium & trivalent-chromium compounds
3,3'-dichloro-4,4' diamino diphenyl methane
Styrene
Tetraethylthiuram disulfide
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene
1,3,5-trimethyl-benzene
Tolylene diisocyanate
Toluene
Vanadium compounds
Polycarbamate
N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone
Phenol
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate）
Benzophenone
Manganese and Manganese-containing compound
Mehylenebis(4,1-phenylene)diisocyanate
Molybdenum and molybdenum-containing compound
Tritolyl phosphate

Emissions released into air

15 16 17 18

VOC processing equipment (Shanghai Factory)

New factory in the NetherlandsVOC processing equipment 
(Shanghai No.2 Factory)

Chemical substance management

CMP’s factories are designed to collect all water (cooling water 
mainly) used during production into a reservoir of wastewater 
treatment plant, where dedicated inspectors carry out on a 
daily basis visual inspection of water surface as well as 
recording and confirming of pH meter and oil film detector 
values being within a proper value range. The reservoir houses 
koi carps or crucian carps, ensuring an environment habitable 
for aquatic organisms. The surface status of water in the 
reservoir is monitored 24/7/365 in case of oil leak. If an oil film 
is detected on the surface, an email notification is sent to 
executives and relevant personnel immediately, and the 
discharge pump is stopped to prevent release to the outside.

CMP has been working on reduction of VOC emissions 
not only in Japan but also at overseas factories, and in 
2016, VOC processing equipment was installed at the 
Shanghai Factory and Shanghai No.2 Factory. 
Additionally, the new plant in the Netherlands completed 
in March 2017 is a state-of-the-art manufactory that 
enables almost fully automated operation for a majority of 
manufacturing processes in a closed environment and 
eliminates emission of VOCs that cause air pollutions.

Reduction of Odor

Release and Transfer of Substances regulated by the PRTR LawMaterial Balance of the PRTR Substances

Release and Transfer of Substances Regulated by the PRTR Law

Quality Management of Industrial Wastewater

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Technical Center(Otake) and Technical Center(Shiga)

91t （0.5％）

16,994t （99.1％）

71t （0.4％）

Paint Production

Emissions released into air

Consumption

Transferred amount

Transaction volume of
PRTR-registered

substance

17,156t（100％）

Transition of the amount of usage and the amount
of emission to the air

Air intake & exhaust equipment (left)
and dust collector (right) 

Deodorization equipment
 (Kyushu Factory)

Toluene
Xylene

Ethyl Benzene
1-Butanol

Ethyl acetate

Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Technical Center(Otake),
and Technical Center(Shiga)

(t)

Designated chemical names (Unit: kg)

PRTR (Pollutant Release and Transfer Register)

Serial number
of chemical
substance

Emission
into 

the air

Transfer to
outside 

the premise

Emission
volume

Transfer
volume

PRTR is a system which requires chemical 
manufacturers to locate source of harmful chemical 
substance, measure its emission in the environment 
and its disposal outside manufacturing factory 
contained in industrial wastes, collect data, 
summarize and announce its report. Business 

owners who manufacture or use PRTR chemicals are required to 
measure and report volume of emissions into the environment and 
volume transferred as industrial wastes out of the premise to 
administrative offices once a year.

Administrative offices sort, summarize and publish the collected data. 
By acting on the PRTR, we are able to learn kinds of chemicals, 
source of origins and volume of emissions. Mandating PRTR is in 
progress in various foreign countries and in Japan new law to require 
measuring emission volume of designated chemicals into the air and 
management improvement, so called “PRTR law” became effective in 
1999.
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Waste water treatment facility  Oil leakage detector

23 among the 462 PRTR substances designated by the 
government became subjects of notification (according to the 
record of 2018) in 2019. Three substances of Xylene, Toluene and 
Ethyl benzene comprise 99.3% of the total emission to the air from 
CMP. Just as in 2017, no emission to the aquatic environment and 
soil was observed.      

PRTR law is enacted to encourage enterprises to conduct self-management and self-improvement to reduce negative impact of 
chemical substances. CMP engages in necessary actions through investigation of 462 substances designated by ordinance.
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VOC processing equipment (Shanghai Factory)

New factory in the NetherlandsVOC processing equipment 
(Shanghai No.2 Factory)

Chemical substance management

CMP’s factories are designed to collect all water (cooling water 
mainly) used during production into a reservoir of wastewater 
treatment plant, where dedicated inspectors carry out on a 
daily basis visual inspection of water surface as well as 
recording and confirming of pH meter and oil film detector 
values being within a proper value range. The reservoir houses 
koi carps or crucian carps, ensuring an environment habitable 
for aquatic organisms. The surface status of water in the 
reservoir is monitored 24/7/365 in case of oil leak. If an oil film 
is detected on the surface, an email notification is sent to 
executives and relevant personnel immediately, and the 
discharge pump is stopped to prevent release to the outside.

CMP has been working on reduction of VOC emissions 
not only in Japan but also at overseas factories, and in 
2016, VOC processing equipment was installed at the 
Shanghai Factory and Shanghai No.2 Factory. 
Additionally, the new plant in the Netherlands completed 
in March 2017 is a state-of-the-art manufactory that 
enables almost fully automated operation for a majority of 
manufacturing processes in a closed environment and 
eliminates emission of VOCs that cause air pollutions.
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Quality Management of Industrial Wastewater
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Deodorization equipment
 (Kyushu Factory)
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PRTR is a system which requires chemical 
manufacturers to locate source of harmful chemical 
substance, measure its emission in the environment 
and its disposal outside manufacturing factory 
contained in industrial wastes, collect data, 
summarize and announce its report. Business 

owners who manufacture or use PRTR chemicals are required to 
measure and report volume of emissions into the environment and 
volume transferred as industrial wastes out of the premise to 
administrative offices once a year.

Administrative offices sort, summarize and publish the collected data. 
By acting on the PRTR, we are able to learn kinds of chemicals, 
source of origins and volume of emissions. Mandating PRTR is in 
progress in various foreign countries and in Japan new law to require 
measuring emission volume of designated chemicals into the air and 
management improvement, so called “PRTR law” became effective in 
1999.
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(FY)

Eco-efficiency is an indicator given by dividing the value 
created by products or other articles by the environmental 
impact generated in its creation. The purpose is to create 
greater value with a smaller environmental effect. Although 
eco-efficiency has no detailed indicator since it has only 
recently been advocated, CMP calculates the value of sales 
divided by the various environmental impacts involved to 
generate figures for eco-efficiency by comparison with variation 
from the reference year.

In fiscal 2018, the eco-efficiency of wastes generated was 
improved compared with the reference year of fiscal 2014.

Compared with the previous fiscal year, the eco-efficiency was 
improved in all items, namely, CO2 emissions, volume of water 
resources used, volatile organic compound emissions into the 
air and volume of wastes.
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Environmental Accounting & Eco-efficiency

The total cost of environmental preservation activities in 
fiscal 2018 was 332 million yen for investment and 1,208 
million yen for expenses.  
Investment was made in the changeover of mercury lamps to 
LED lighting and upgrading of compressors at factories.CMP 
will further promote the reduction of energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions by setting targets in line with the ISO 14001 
management system.
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Summary of Efforts and Results in FY2018Transition of Environmental Conservation Costs 
and Economic Benefits
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Environmental Accounting
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Investments Expenses    Economic Benefits

Units: million yen

Units: million yen

Units: million yen

Units: million yen

Environmental Conservation Costs

Effects on Environmental Conservation (*2)

Economic Benefits (*4)

Economic Benefits

Business 
activity 
costs

Preventing pollution of air, water, noise, etc.

Prevention of global warming, etc.

Waste reduction and recycling, etc.

Expenses for the promotion of environmental safety, management of maintenance of ISO 
certification and monitoring & measurement
Development of environmental products
Contribution to society, etc.
Costs for the restoration of nature, for the recovery of environmental damage caused by 
production activities, etc.

Antipollution costs
Global environmental 
conservation costs
Resource recycling costs

Categories Main activities Investments Expenses

Investments, Expenses

Effects

Effects in 
business 
activities

Effects on invested resources

Other effects on environmental conservation

Effects on environmental loads and 
waste reduction

Energy usage (GJ)

Water usage (1000m3)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Pollutant release (ton)  (*3)

Waste generation (ton)

CO2 Emissions from Transportation (ton-CO2)

Freight (Products) Transportation (1000 tons)

689
57

–171
2

–27
197

1,622

Reductions

Effects

Benefits 

Cost reduction

Total

2.6

2.2

0.1

4.9

FY 2018

*2) The environmental conservation effect was calculated by comparison with the production volume in FY2017.
Environmental Conservation Effect = FY2017 Environmental Load × (FY2018 Production Volume / FY2017 Production Volume) - FY2017 Environmental Load

*3) Chemical Substances subject to the first kind of the PRTR Law

Proceeds from recycling

Cost reductions from energy saving

Cost reductions from water saving

*4) The environmental conservation effect was calculated by comparison
with the production volume in FY2017.
Cost saved = Cost in FY2017×(FY2018 Production Volume/FY2017
Production Volume) - Cost in FY2018

*1) R&D cost = [Total R&D costs] × [Research staff ratio]

Subtotal

Administration costs

Research and development costs (*1)

Social activity costs

Environmental remediation costs

Total

CMP keeps track of the expenses associated with investment in environmental conservation, evaluates the costs versus the benefits and publicly 
reports this information.

Sites covered:
For Environmental Conservation Costs: Kyushu Factory, Shiga 
Factory, Technical Center(Otake)
For Effects on Environmental Conservation and Economic Results: 
Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory

Period covered: From April 1st, 2018 to March 31st, 2019

Environmental 
Accounting 
Policy

In reference to the Ministry of the Environment’s “Environmental 
Accounting Guidelines (2005 Edition)”, the below data has been 
collected based on our “Policy for Environmental Accounting”.

Economical results have been figured out based on realistic reasons  
only and exclude hypothetical ones such as potential benefits by risk 
aversion.

1

31

0
32

226

74
0

0

332

13

8

14
35

33

1,138
2

0

1,208

(%) (%)

(%) (%)

Eco-efficiency: An indicator of (sales amount/environmental load) setting 
                        the value in the reference year as 100.
Reference year: 2014
Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Technical Center(Otake)
                        Technical Center(Shiga), Ohtake Meishin, Kobe paints
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Eco-efficiency is an indicator given by dividing the value 
created by products or other articles by the environmental 
impact generated in its creation. The purpose is to create 
greater value with a smaller environmental effect. Although 
eco-efficiency has no detailed indicator since it has only 
recently been advocated, CMP calculates the value of sales 
divided by the various environmental impacts involved to 
generate figures for eco-efficiency by comparison with variation 
from the reference year.

In fiscal 2018, the eco-efficiency of wastes generated was 
improved compared with the reference year of fiscal 2014.

Compared with the previous fiscal year, the eco-efficiency was 
improved in all items, namely, CO2 emissions, volume of water 
resources used, volatile organic compound emissions into the 
air and volume of wastes.
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Environmental Accounting & Eco-efficiency

The total cost of environmental preservation activities in 
fiscal 2018 was 332 million yen for investment and 1,208 
million yen for expenses.  
Investment was made in the changeover of mercury lamps to 
LED lighting and upgrading of compressors at factories.CMP 
will further promote the reduction of energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions by setting targets in line with the ISO 14001 
management system.
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Environmental Conservation Costs

Effects on Environmental Conservation (*2)

Economic Benefits (*4)

Economic Benefits

Business 
activity 
costs

Preventing pollution of air, water, noise, etc.

Prevention of global warming, etc.

Waste reduction and recycling, etc.

Expenses for the promotion of environmental safety, management of maintenance of ISO 
certification and monitoring & measurement
Development of environmental products
Contribution to society, etc.
Costs for the restoration of nature, for the recovery of environmental damage caused by 
production activities, etc.

Antipollution costs
Global environmental 
conservation costs
Resource recycling costs

Categories Main activities Investments Expenses

Investments, Expenses

Effects

Effects in 
business 
activities

Effects on invested resources

Other effects on environmental conservation

Effects on environmental loads and 
waste reduction

Energy usage (GJ)

Water usage (1000m3)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Pollutant release (ton)  (*3)

Waste generation (ton)

CO2 Emissions from Transportation (ton-CO2)

Freight (Products) Transportation (1000 tons)

689
57

–171
2

–27
197

1,622

Reductions

Effects

Benefits 

Cost reduction

Total

2.6

2.2

0.1

4.9

FY 2018

*2) The environmental conservation effect was calculated by comparison with the production volume in FY2017.
Environmental Conservation Effect = FY2017 Environmental Load × (FY2018 Production Volume / FY2017 Production Volume) - FY2017 Environmental Load

*3) Chemical Substances subject to the first kind of the PRTR Law

Proceeds from recycling

Cost reductions from energy saving

Cost reductions from water saving

*4) The environmental conservation effect was calculated by comparison
with the production volume in FY2017.
Cost saved = Cost in FY2017×(FY2018 Production Volume/FY2017
Production Volume) - Cost in FY2018

*1) R&D cost = [Total R&D costs] × [Research staff ratio]

Subtotal

Administration costs

Research and development costs (*1)

Social activity costs

Environmental remediation costs

Total

CMP keeps track of the expenses associated with investment in environmental conservation, evaluates the costs versus the benefits and publicly 
reports this information.

Sites covered:
For Environmental Conservation Costs: Kyushu Factory, Shiga 
Factory, Technical Center(Otake)
For Effects on Environmental Conservation and Economic Results: 
Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory

Period covered: From April 1st, 2018 to March 31st, 2019

Environmental 
Accounting 
Policy

In reference to the Ministry of the Environment’s “Environmental 
Accounting Guidelines (2005 Edition)”, the below data has been 
collected based on our “Policy for Environmental Accounting”.

Economical results have been figured out based on realistic reasons  
only and exclude hypothetical ones such as potential benefits by risk 
aversion.

1

31

0
32

226

74
0

0

332

13

8

14
35

33

1,138
2

0

1,208

(%) (%)

(%) (%)

Eco-efficiency: An indicator of (sales amount/environmental load) setting 
                        the value in the reference year as 100.
Reference year: 2014
Sites covered: Kyushu Factory, Shiga Factory, Technical Center(Otake)
                        Technical Center(Shiga), Ohtake Meishin, Kobe paints



Coatings Care activities

CMP has established the Central Safety & Health 
Headquarters (CSHH), as a lower organization of the Coatings 
Care Committee, for conducting Group-wide safety and health 
management. Issues emerged at offices or factories and the 
state of measures taken are reported to CSHH to share the 
information among CMP Group. If shortcomings were found in 
the measures, CSHH would request additional measures to be 
taken. Through CSHH, CMP promotes advanced safety and 
health management to eliminate injuries and accidents.

CMP established the “Emergency Action Plan” and periodically 
conducts trainings to prevent the environmental pollution in case of
an emergency circumstance happens.

Firefighting training (Ohtake)

Training to prevent water contamination
 (Ohtake-Meishin)

Firefighting training (Kobe Paint)

Firefighting training (Shiga)

Joint firefighting training with a fire station (Kyushu)

Environmental Impact data by offices or factories Disaster and Accident Prevention

Disaster Prevention TrainingSafety Measures at Factories

Cases of Possible Emergency Circumstance

Factories in Japan 

Technical Headquater

Overseas Subsidiaries and Affiliates

(*) Wastes generation amount and PRTR-registered substance emissions and
     transferred amount of Shiga Factory include that of Shiga R&D Centre.

Kyushu Factory Shiga Factory Kobe Paints, Ltd. Ohtake-Meishin 
Chemical Co., Ltd.

2018 2018 2018 2018

Shanghai Guangdong Korea Thailand Malaysia

2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Singapore Indonesia Netherlands U.S.A.

2018 2018 2018 2018

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017

2017 2017 2017 2017

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(SHANGHAI), LTD. 

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(GUANGDONG), LTD. 

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS
INDONESIA

CHUGOKU SAMHWA
PAINTS, LTD.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS
CO., LTD. 

CHUGOKU PAINTS
(MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V. CMP COATINGS, INC.CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 

Technical Center(Shiga)

2018 2018

2017 2017 2017 2017

2017 2017

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Substances subject 
to the PRTR Law

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Substances subject 
to the PRTR Law

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Emission 
volume (ton)
Disposal 
amounts (ton)

Emission 
volume (ton)
Disposal 
amounts (ton)

FY

FY

FY

FY

Technical Center(Otake)

13,687

717

12

1,745

601

74

9

78,301

464

23

1,064

1,011

16

58

1,254

186

51

295

183

3

12

931,686

1,619

91

4,294

573

5

169

9,514

707

12

1,450

634

75

4

134,726

467

24

1,132

943

15

42

1,302

200

45

424

231

4

16

944,996

1,607

92

4,316

569

4

83

10,039

480

60

1,283

98

1

4

4,481

350

105

833

ー

ー

ー

9,107

510

64

1,403

112

1

3

5,281

356

107

898

ー

ー

ー

116,970

3,830

50

10,935

1,529

15,517

342

27

1,013

39

4,776

601

25

1,282

397

7,621

265

16

528

860

5,877

330

25

928

585

5,968

199

98

403

114

2,316

107

21

294

208

4,113

653

74

1,070

391

5,015

149

62

306

126

96,500

3,404

48

9,898

1,397

9,760

303

32

887

39

3,912

559

28

1,202

444

6,922

253

16

504

987

4,047

307

25

865

556

3,437

220

116

441

105

2,316

93

25

255

61

8,220

371

44

614

404

4,712

136

62

281

114

CO2 emission in and outside Japan is calculated based on "Calculation and Reporting Manual of Greenhouse Gas Emission” issued by the Japanese Government (Ministry of Environment 
and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry).
Domestic electricity consumptions are calculated using Emission Indicators by Operators of Electric Utilities issued by the Ministry of Environment.
They are calculated using the indicators by countries listed in “CO2 Emissions from Fuel Combustion Highlights 2012 edition” issued by the International Energy Agency.

緊急時の通報経路

Installation of Earthquake Early Warning Reception System

Kobe Paints installed an earthquake early warning reception 
system, in an attempt to reduce earthquake damage. The reception 
system is linked to Kobe Paints’ simultaneous broadcasting system, 
and warning of an earthquake will be sent throughout the factory 
immediately after receiving an earthquake early warning.

Air pollution by static electricity-induced fire

Outflows of hazardous materials or paints from a damaged raw 
material warehouse or products warehouse caused by a natural 
disaster

Leaks or outflows of hazardous materials caused by 
inappropriate transportation of raw materials

Air pollution caused by fires triggered by an abnormal reaction 
during the manufacturing process

Eruptions, leakages and discharges of toxic gas caused by 
inappropriate storage of wastes

Leaks and outflows of hazardous materials and paints caused 
by damage to an outdoor storage

Leaks and outflows of paints caused by a damaged production 
line

The chain of command has been formalized so that reporting to the fire 
station, police, and surrounding areas can be quickly made in case of 
emergency. 

Reporting routes in case of emergency

Kyushu Factory

Joint firefighting training with a fire station (June 2018)

Firefighting training (November 2018)

Shiga (Factory and Technical Center)

Firefighting training (June, November 2018)

Emergency earthquake training (September 2018)

Training to prevent water contamination (September 2018, March 2019)

Otake(Technical Center)

Earthquake preparedness drill and fire evacuation drill (September 2018)

Firefighting training (March 2019)

Kobe Paint

Emergency earthquake training (September 2018)

Firefighting training (March 2019)

Ohtake-Meishin

Training to prevent water contamination (May, June 2018)

Firefighting training (July, November 2018)

Evacuation training (September 2018)

Blackout response drill (March 2019)

Water discharge training (March 2019)



Coatings Care activities

CMP has established the Central Safety & Health 
Headquarters (CSHH), as a lower organization of the Coatings 
Care Committee, for conducting Group-wide safety and health 
management. Issues emerged at offices or factories and the 
state of measures taken are reported to CSHH to share the 
information among CMP Group. If shortcomings were found in 
the measures, CSHH would request additional measures to be 
taken. Through CSHH, CMP promotes advanced safety and 
health management to eliminate injuries and accidents.

CMP established the “Emergency Action Plan” and periodically 
conducts trainings to prevent the environmental pollution in case of
an emergency circumstance happens.

Firefighting training (Ohtake)

Training to prevent water contamination
 (Ohtake-Meishin)

Firefighting training (Kobe Paint)

Firefighting training (Shiga)

Joint firefighting training with a fire station (Kyushu)

Environmental Impact data by offices or factories Disaster and Accident Prevention

Disaster Prevention TrainingSafety Measures at Factories

Cases of Possible Emergency Circumstance

Factories in Japan 

Technical Headquater

Overseas Subsidiaries and Affiliates

(*) Wastes generation amount and PRTR-registered substance emissions and
     transferred amount of Shiga Factory include that of Shiga R&D Centre.

Kyushu Factory Shiga Factory Kobe Paints, Ltd. Ohtake-Meishin 
Chemical Co., Ltd.

2018 2018 2018 2018

Shanghai Guangdong Korea Thailand Malaysia

2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Singapore Indonesia Netherlands U.S.A.

2018 2018 2018 2018

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017

2017 2017 2017 2017

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(SHANGHAI), LTD. 

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(GUANGDONG), LTD. 

P.T. CHUGOKU PAINTS
INDONESIA

CHUGOKU SAMHWA
PAINTS, LTD.

TOA-CHUGOKU PAINTS
CO., LTD. 

CHUGOKU PAINTS
(MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD.

CHUGOKU PAINTS B.V. CMP COATINGS, INC.CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS
(SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 

Technical Center(Shiga)

2018 2018

2017 2017 2017 2017

2017 2017

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Substances subject 
to the PRTR Law

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Substances subject 
to the PRTR Law

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Items

Water used (ton)
Amount of energy usage
(crude oil equivalent, KL)
Energy consumption per 
production unit (L/ton)

CO2 emissions (ton-CO2)

Generation of wastes, etc. (ton)

Emission 
volume (ton)
Disposal 
amounts (ton)

Emission 
volume (ton)
Disposal 
amounts (ton)

FY

FY

FY

FY

Technical Center(Otake)

13,687

717

12

1,745

601

74

9

78,301

464

23

1,064

1,011

16

58

1,254

186

51

295

183

3

12

931,686

1,619

91

4,294

573

5

169

9,514

707

12

1,450

634

75

4

134,726

467

24

1,132

943

15

42

1,302

200

45

424

231

4

16

944,996

1,607

92

4,316

569

4

83

10,039

480

60

1,283

98

1

4

4,481

350

105

833

ー

ー

ー

9,107

510

64

1,403

112

1

3

5,281

356

107

898

ー

ー

ー

116,970

3,830

50

10,935

1,529

15,517

342

27

1,013

39

4,776

601

25

1,282

397

7,621

265

16

528

860

5,877

330

25

928

585

5,968

199

98

403

114

2,316

107

21

294

208

4,113

653

74

1,070

391

5,015

149

62

306

126

96,500

3,404

48

9,898

1,397

9,760

303

32

887

39

3,912

559

28

1,202

444

6,922

253

16

504

987

4,047

307

25

865

556

3,437

220

116

441

105

2,316

93

25

255

61

8,220

371

44

614

404

4,712

136

62

281

114

CO2 emission in and outside Japan is calculated based on "Calculation and Reporting Manual of Greenhouse Gas Emission” issued by the Japanese Government (Ministry of Environment 
and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry).
Domestic electricity consumptions are calculated using Emission Indicators by Operators of Electric Utilities issued by the Ministry of Environment.
They are calculated using the indicators by countries listed in “CO2 Emissions from Fuel Combustion Highlights 2012 edition” issued by the International Energy Agency.

緊急時の通報経路

Installation of Earthquake Early Warning Reception System

Kobe Paints installed an earthquake early warning reception 
system, in an attempt to reduce earthquake damage. The reception 
system is linked to Kobe Paints’ simultaneous broadcasting system, 
and warning of an earthquake will be sent throughout the factory 
immediately after receiving an earthquake early warning.

Air pollution by static electricity-induced fire

Outflows of hazardous materials or paints from a damaged raw 
material warehouse or products warehouse caused by a natural 
disaster

Leaks or outflows of hazardous materials caused by 
inappropriate transportation of raw materials

Air pollution caused by fires triggered by an abnormal reaction 
during the manufacturing process

Eruptions, leakages and discharges of toxic gas caused by 
inappropriate storage of wastes

Leaks and outflows of hazardous materials and paints caused 
by damage to an outdoor storage

Leaks and outflows of paints caused by a damaged production 
line

The chain of command has been formalized so that reporting to the fire 
station, police, and surrounding areas can be quickly made in case of 
emergency. 

Reporting routes in case of emergency

Kyushu Factory

Joint firefighting training with a fire station (June 2018)

Firefighting training (November 2018)

Shiga (Factory and Technical Center)

Firefighting training (June, November 2018)

Emergency earthquake training (September 2018)

Training to prevent water contamination (September 2018, March 2019)

Otake(Technical Center)

Earthquake preparedness drill and fire evacuation drill (September 2018)

Firefighting training (March 2019)

Kobe Paint

Emergency earthquake training (September 2018)

Firefighting training (March 2019)

Ohtake-Meishin

Training to prevent water contamination (May, June 2018)

Firefighting training (July, November 2018)

Evacuation training (September 2018)

Blackout response drill (March 2019)

Water discharge training (March 2019)
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Management & Planning Div., Administration Headquarter
Environmental & Quality Assurance Dept., Production Headquarter
Global Marketing & Planning Div., Sales Headquarter 
Tokyo Club Building, 2-6, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0013 Japan
Phone:81-(3)3506-3951 Fax:81-(3)5511-8541
https://www.cmp.co.jp


